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Our civilization has alu'a!'s recognized exceptional individ-
uals, \&'hose perfbrmance in sporB. the ai-ts. and science is

vastl)' superior to that of the rest of the population. Specula-
tions on the causes oIthese individuals' extraordinary abilities
and per{brrnance are as old as the first records of their achieve-

ments. Early accounts commoniy attribute these individuals'
outstanding per{ormance to divine intervention, such as the
influence of the stars or organs in their bodies, or to special
gifts (N{urray. 1989). As science progressed, these explanations
became less acceptable. Contemporlrry accounts assert that the
characteristics responsible for exceptional perforrnance are in-
nate and are genetically transrnitted.

The simplicity of these accounts is attra&ive, but more is

needed. A trull' scientific account of exceptional perficrmance
must completely describe both the developrnent leading to ex-

ceptional performance and the genetic and acquired character-
istics that mediate it. This account must specify the critical
differences between exceptional and ordinary performers. It
must also show that any postulated genetic dift'erences can be
hereditarv and are plausible from an evolutionar)' perspective.
Theoreticians in behavioral genetics (Plomin, DeFries. &
N{cClearn, 1990) now arBue that this is a very challenging task
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because observed behavior is the result of interactions between
environmental factors and genes during the extended period of
development. Therefore. Io better understand expert and ex-
ceptional performance. \A'e must require that the account spec-
if-v the difrerent environmental factors that could selectively
promote and facilitate the achievernent ofsuch perforrnance. In
addition. recent research on expert performance and expertise
(Chi, Glaser. & Farr. t 988: Ericsson & Smith, I99 la) has shown
that i m po rta nt characterist ics o f e xperts' su per io r performa n ce

are acquired through expe rience and that the effect of praflice
on performance is larger than earlier believed possible. For this
reason. an account of exceptional performance must specify
the environmental circumstances. such as the duration and
structure of activities. and necessary minimal biological attrib
utes that lead to the acquisition of such characteristics and a

correspo nd i ng level o f performance.

An account that explains how a majority of individuals can
attain a given level of e.\p€n perlormance might seem inher-
ently unable to explain the e.xceptional performance of only a
small nurnber of individuals. However. if such an empirical
account could be empirically supported. then the extrerne
characteristics of experts could be viewed as having been ac-
quired through learning and adaptation" and studies oflexpert
per{ormance could provide unique insights inro the possibili-
ties and lirnits of change in cognitive capacities and bodily
functions. In this article we propose a theoretical fran:ework
that explains expert performance in terms 'cf acquired charac-
teristics resulting from e.xtended Celiberate practice and that
limits the role of innate (inherited) characteristics to general

Ievels of activity and emotionality, We provide empirical sup
port from tw'o new studies and from already published evi-
dence on expert performance in many difff'erent domains.

Brief Historical Background

Sir Francis Galton was the first scientist [o investigate the
possibility that ercellence in diverse fields and domains has a

common s€t of causes. He found that eminenr individuals in
the British Isies q'ere rnore likell,to have close relatives who
were also eminent-although not necessarily in the same do-
main-than to have distant relatives who were eminent. FIe

concluded that eminence. thar is. exceptional performance in a
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freld. must be transmitted from parents to their offspring. Cal-
ton (l 869/1979) argued that eminence was a virtually inevita-
ble consequence of inherited *natural abiiit,v,- which was the

conjunction of three types of elements:

By natural ability. I mean those qualities of intellect and disposi-
tion. which urge and qualify a man to perform acts that lead to
reputation. I do not mean capacity without zeal, nor zeal without
capacity. nor even a combination of both of them. *'ithout an
adequate power of doing a great deal of very- laborious work. (p.

37)
If a man is gifted with vast intellectual ability. eagerness to

r*'ork. and power of working, I cannot comprehend how such a
man should be repressed. (p. 39)

Calton readily acknowledged the importance of physiological
exercises for improvement in motor performance and drew a

d irect analogy to improvement of mental powers through study-
ing and education. In his view. hereditary factors determine the
limit of the attainable perforrnance for a given individual:

So long as he is a novice. he perhaps flatters himself there is hardll'
an assignable limit to the education of his muscles: but the daily
gain is soon discovered to diminish. and at last it vanishes alto-
gether. His maximum performance becomes a rigidll,determin-
ate quantitl: (Galton. 1869/1979. p. t5)

Even a hundred years later. Galtoni conceptualization of emi-
nent performance as reflecting a higher level of ultimate perfor-
mance determined primarily bf innate capacities (talent) is still
the modal view among people outside genetics and behavioral
genetics. Cenetic influences are still incorrecttv viewed as de-
terministic factors that lead to unmodifiable consequences de-
terrnining the structure of the human body and its nervous
system (Plomin. 199 I ). Galton's recognition of the interaction
betn'een environmental and genetic factors is clearly shown in
his tri-part definition of natural ability as innate capacit-v, zeal.
and power to do very laborious work. The last two factors are
also likely to have a genetic component as we argue laterin this
arricie. Nonetheless. the study of eminent performance subse-
quent to Calton has given lar less emphas:is to zeal and power to
do ver-v laborious work and has focused primarily on genetic
influences on structure and capacities. Everyone agrees that
the shared characteristics of the human body and its nervous
s)'stem are due to shared genes. Similarly, the successful identi-
fication of genetic lactors influencing indlividual differences in
height and other physical characterisrics has inspired re-
searchers to search for genetic mechanisms regulating individ-
ual differences in mental capacities. Hence the focus of re-
search on talent has been on finding sirnilar basic stnrctural
difrerences in the nervous system that might mediate stable
difrerences in expert performance.

Natural Abilities and Other Stable Characteristics

If genetic lactors rigidly determine maximal performance. it
is reasonable to assume that these generic facton cannot be
influenced b,v practice and training and hence remain stable
across time. Earll' genetic research shou'ed that man)' ph1'sical

and anatomical attributes. such as height and facial features. are
Iargely determined by hereditary factors. In man)' sports the
height of elite athletes is systematically different from that of
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the normal population. Greater height is an obvious advantage
in basketball. high jurnping and most spons emphasizing
strength. Shoner height is an advantage in gymnastics. Differ-
ences in height were found to discriminatc well among male
athletes of different events at the Olympic games in Montreal,
although the average height of all athletes did not difli'er from
that of a control group of students (Carter. Ross, fuibrey Heb
belinck. & Borms, 1982). Elite athletes also differ in the size o[
their muscles such as arrn girth. and in the amount of fat mea-
sured by skin folds. Endurance athletes hare a much higher
aerobic ability laryer hearts, more capillaries suppt-ving blood
to muscles, and a higher percentage of slow-twitch rnuscle
fibers (Ericsson. 1990). Until quite recentty researchers corr-
monly believed that percentages of muscle fiber types and aer-
obic power *arc more than 90% determined by heredity for
males and fernales- (Brown & Mahoney, 1984, p 609). Some
researchers have therefore reasoned by analogy that basic gen-
eral characteristics of the nervous system. such as speed of
neural transmission and memory capacities have a genetic ori-
gin and cannot be changed through training and practica

Earl;- efficrrs to frnd stable individual differences in neural
transmission speed with simple response time (RT) and other
basic capacities were remarkably unsuccessful (Guilford, 1967).
Binet (Varon. 1935) sraned out using tests of basic perceptual
and cognitive capacities to measure IQ, but found larye practice
effects which were later documented by Gibson (1969). Binet
eventually developed successful IQ tests derived from tests
measuring comprehension. knowledge, and acquired skills. Be-
cause IQ reflects both environmental and genetic factors, re-
cent research has challenged its interpretation and relation to
successful performance outside the school environment (Ceci,
1990; Howe, 1990). The relation of IQ to exceptional perfor-
mance is rather weak in many domains, including music
(Shuter-Dyson. 1982) and chess (Doll & Mayr 1987). For scien-
tists, engineers. and rnedical doctors that complete the required
education and training. the correlations berween ability mea-
sures and occupational success are only around 0.2. accounting
for onl-v 4?o af the variance (Baird, 1985). \{ore generally pre-
diction ofoccupational success from psychometric tests has not
been very* successful (1r''ler. 1965). [n a review of more than one
hundred studies. Ghiselli (1966) found the average correlation
between success-on-the-job measuri ng and aptitude-test scores
to be 0. 19. Aptitude tests can predict performance immediately
after training u'ith an average correlation of0.3. but the correla-
tion between pe rlormance after training and final performance
on the job is onl;" about 0.2 (Ghiselli, 1966). Revier+s of subse-
quent research (Baird. 1985, Linn, 1982) have reported very
similar correlation estimates. When correfiions *'ere made for
the restriction of range of these samples and for unreliability of
performance measures, Hunter and Hunter (1984) found that
only cognitive abilit.v ernerged as a useful predictor r+'ith an
average adjusted correlation of 0.5 with earl)' job performance.
However. a recent review (Hulin. Henry: & Noon. 1990) has

shown that r.r'ith increased experience on the job the predictive
validities of abilitl' tests lor performance decrease o\,er time by
an average correlation o10.6 (after correcrions for rc:rrictions of
range and unreliabilitl'of perlormance measures). This implies
that abilitl' tesls can pred ict early perlormance on a job.
*'hereas final performance is poorll' predicred. Eve n lor a *'ell-
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defined skill. such as typing. with relatively unselect groups of
subjects. numerous efforts to predict the attained perficrmanct
from pretraining aptitude tests have failed (Clem. 1955). Strik-
ing difi'erences between eminent individuals (experts) and less

accomplished individuals are lound. not surprisingly, when
their current performance i:n the field of expertise is compared
(Ericsson & Smith, 199 I b), experts are faster and more accurate

than less accomplished individuals. However. experts' superior
speed in their domain of expertise does not transfer to general

tests of speed. such as simple RT or to general tests of percep-

tion (Starkes. 1987; Starkes dk Deakin, 1984). Similarly, experts'
memory- for representative s;timuli from their domain is vastty

superior to that of lesser €:xperts, especially for briefly pre-
sented stimuli. But when tested on randomly rearranged ver-
sions of representative stirrruli frorn their domain presented
with shon exposures or on rnaterials outside their domain. the
memor)' o[ experts is no better than that of ordinary individ-
uals.

The domain-specific nal ure of experts' superior perfor-
mance implies that acquired knou'ledge and skill are important
to attainment olexpert performance. We can cite only two abili-
ties that investigators have argued directll' reflect genetic fac-
tors. Some successful musicians can recognize a musical note in
isolation bf its pitch (perfect pitch). Championship-level ty-
pists can tap their fingers laster than normal (Book, t9241

Keele & Hawkins. 1982). Although we claim that genetic fac-

tors have little direct impact on ultimate adult performance. a

plausible role for hereditar,v factors is in the developmental his-
tory of an individual. Superior performance by very young
children rvithout prior instruction may suggest exceptional
promise. leading to the early onset of training. This in turn
leads to a consistently greater accumulation of practice (and

hence. b1' our framework. performance) relative to later-start-
ing individuals. In the General Discussion section we consider
this poiential indirect role of innate talent at Iength, concluding
instead that unique environmental conditions and parental

suppon. rather than talent. may be the irnportant factors deter-
mining the inirial onset of training and ultimate performance.

In summary, the search for stable heritable characteristics
that could predict or at least account for the superior perfor-

mance of eminent individuals has been surprisingly unsuccess-

ful. The best evidence for the efflbct of heritable characteristics
comes lrom several t.vpes of sports, for which anatomical char-
acteristics such as height systematically diff'er for elite per-

lormers compared with the average population. The belief that
the striking differences between expefi pcrformers and less

accomplished performers reflect innate abilities (talent) is so

strong that the failure to identify the specific talents necessary

for expen performance in a given domain is viewed. at most. as

a temporarv problem until the relevant talents are discovered.

The conviction in the importance of talent appears to be based

on the insufficiency of alternative hypotheses to explain the
exceptional nature of expert performance. If one agrees *'ith
Galton\ plausible claim that the improvemenm resulting from
experience and'practice occur during limited time until a stable
maximal level of performance is attained. the lactors limiting
lurther improvement must be fixed and unmodifiable by envi-
ronmental factors. The most likelv source of such unmodifi-

able faoors is genetic. However. this argument is only valid if
the associated assumptions can be verified empirically.

ln the lollowing two scctions we examine the assumption
that with extensive experience in a domain a maximal level of
performance is automatically reached and that the period of
improvemcnt has a relatively limited duration. especially for
talented ind ividuals.

Does Practice and Experience Inqitably Lead to
ll{ax intal Pe rfo rmancd

The view that mere$ engaging in a sufficient amount of
practice, regardless of the structure of that practicg leads to
maximal perlormance has a long and contested history. In their
classic studies of Morse Code operiators, Brlan and Harter
(1897, I 899) identified plateaus in skill acquisition, when for
long periods subjects seerned unable to attain further improv€-
ments. How'ever. with extended efforts. subjects could restruc-
ture their skill to overcome plateaus. Keller (1958) later showed
that these plateaus in lv{orse Code reception were not an inevita-
ble characteristic of skill acquisition. but could be avoided by
different and better training methods. Nonetheless. Bryan and
Harter (l 897. 1899) had clearly shown that x'ith mere repeti-
tion. improvement of performance was often arrested at less

than maximal levels. and further improvement required effort-
ful reorganitation of the skill. Even very experienced Morse
Code operators could be encouraged to dramatically increase

their performance through deliberate effl'orts w'hen further im-
provements were required for promotions and external rewards
(Bryan & Haner. 1897).

More generally, Thorndike (l 921) observed that adults per-

form at a level far from their maximal level even for tasks they

flrequently carry out. For instance, adults tend to write more

slowly and illegibly than they are capable of doing. Likewise.
adults (including clerks'*'ith man!'years of frequent daily expe-

rience) add numbers far more slowly than they can when they

are doing their best. Thorndike (l 921. p. I 78) accounts for these

curious observations *'ith the following comment: "lt is that we

have too many other improvements to make, or do not know
how to direct our practice. or do not really care enough about
improving, or some mixture of these three conditionsl In sup
port of this claim. he reponed several laboratory studies and a

study of expe rienced t!'pesetters by Aschaffenbury (1896),

which showed gradual improvements of up to 25% as a result of
continued testing. Kitson (as described in Book & Norvell.
1922) found that during a 20-week period, l,1'pesetters with
around l0 years of experience gradually improved their job
performance between 5E% and 97Vo in response to a bonus

system re*'arding higher performance. Dvorak. lv{errick, Dea-

ley, and Ford (1936) reported substantial improvernents in expe'

rienced t1'pists as a result of deliberate efforts.

Because performance in sports. especially. has been mea-

sured under standardized conditions, and the best perfor-

mance has been recorded at world, national. disrrict. and club

Ievels. it can be clearll'demonstrated that perfornrance has con-

tinuallf improved during this entire centur!: Schulz and Cur'
now (1988) lound that throughout the history of the Olympic
Cames. the best perlbrmence for all events has improved-in
some cases b-'- more than 50%'. It is generallv recognized that
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some of these improvements are due to equipment and rule
changes. but improvements are great even in events with minor
changes. such as running and swirnming. Increases in duration.
intensitl:, and structure of training appear to play a major role.
The fastest time for the marathon in the 1896 Olympic Games
was just a minute laster than the required entry time in larye
marathon races such as ttre Boston Marathon (Ericsson, 1990).
The fastest rate of typing in the World Championship in Uping
increased from 82 words per minute in 1904 to 147 words per
minute in 1923-an improvement o[807o (Book, 1925a). Even
in music there is evidence for improved skill. When Tchai-
kovsky asked two of the greatest violi'nisu of his day to play his
violin concerto, they refused. deeming the score unplayable
(Platt. 1966). Today, elite violinisu consider this concerto part
of the sundard repertory. The improvement in music training
is so great that according to Roth (1982) the violin virtuoso
Paganini "would indeed cut a sorry figure if placed upon the
modern concert stage" (p. 23).

In virtually all domains. insights and knowledge are steadily
accumulating and the criteria lor eminent as well as expert
performance undergo continuous change. To reach the status of
an expert in a domain it is sufficient to master the existing
knou'ledge and techniques. To make an eminent achievement
one must first achieve the level of an expert and then in addi-
tion surpass the aclrievements of already recognized eminent
people and make innovative contributions to the domain. In
sum, the belief that a sufficient amount of experience or prac-
tice leads to maximal performance appears incorrect.

Preparatton Time Required fo, Attainment of
E xc e pt io na I Pe rfo r m an c e

There is a relatively widespread conception that if individuals
are innately talented, they can easil,v and rapidly achieve an
exceptional level of performance once they have acquired basic
skills and knowledge. Biographical material disproves this no-
tion. In their classic study of expertise in chess. Simon and
Chase (1973) observed that nobody had attained the level of an
international chess master (grandmaster) *with less than about
a decade's intense preparation with the game" (p. 402).Simon
and Chase estimated that the amount of knowledge a chess

master has acquired is comparable in size to the vocabulary of
an adult native speaker of English. It takes normal individuals
approxirnately a decade to acquire this vocabulary. Similarly,
Krogius (1976) sho*'ed that the time between chess players'

first learning the rules o[ chess and attaining international
chess master status w?s I 1.7 years for those who learned chess

rules late lafter age I I ) and even longer for those .*'ho staned
early, that is. 16.5 

"vears. 
If only well-established domains with a

large number of active individuals are considered we know of
only a srnall number of exceptions to the general rule that indi-
viduals require l0 or more years of preparation to attain interna-
tional-level performance" The exceptions in this century, such

as the farnous chess players. Bobbl' Fischer and Salo Flohr. were

only a !'ear shy of the prerequisite I0 years of preparation (Kro-
gius. 1976).

J. R. Hayes (l 98 l) confirmed that l0 years' experience is

necessarf in another dornain. musical composition. He calcu-

lated an average of about 20 1'ean from the time individuals
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started to study music until they first composed an oustanding
piece of music. According 1o Hayes, this long prepanation pe-
riod is necessary because 'the composer must know the
timbres of the various instruments and the sound, look. and
feel of chords and key structures- (p. 209). Most important.
Hayes showed that the I0 or more years of necespry experience
w&s not an anifact. Bccause musicians start very early, insuffi-
cient development may restrict ttreir ability to compose before
attaining adulthood. Those who started at ages younger than 6
years did not write their first eminent cornposirion until 16.5
years later: those who started between ages 6 and 9 and older
than l0 years of age required2? and 21.5 years. respectively, to
compose their first distinguished work. Simon and Chase's
(1973) *l&.vear mle" is supported by data from a wide range of
domains: music (Sosniak, 1985), mathematics (Gustin, 1985),
tennis (Monsaas" 1985), swimming (Kalinowski. 1985), and
longdistance running (\&rallingford, I 975).

Long periods of necessary preparation can also be inferred
for writers and scientists, although the starting point of their
careers is more difficult to determine. Scientists have reported
that thel'made a career decision during their rniddle or late
teens. u'hereas they most often published a trull' major contri-
bution one or two decades later (Lehmann, 1953). Raskin
(1936), tvho analSzed the 120 most important scientists and 123

most famous poets and authors in the l9th century found that
the average age at which scientists published their first work
was 25.2: poets and authors published their first work at the
average age of 24.2. Moreover. many years of preparation pre-
ceded first publication. The average ages at r*'hich the same
individuals produced their greatest work were 35.4 for scien-
tists and 34.3 for poets and authors. That is, on average, more
than l0 \'ears elapsed betu'e€il these scientists' and authors'
first *'ork and their best *'o*. In many other domains. the
highest level of experr performance is displa ed by individuals
with more than l0 years of experience: evaluation of Iivestock
(Phelps & Shanteau, 1978). diagnosis of X-rays ( Lesgold. 1984),
and medical diagnosis (Patel & Groen. 199 I). This evidence is

consisrent rvith Galton's (l 869 11979) claim thar motivation and
perseverance are necessary for attainment of eminent perfor-
mancg.

Our rer"iew has also shown that the maximal level of perfor-
mance for individuals in a given domain is not attained auto-
maticalll' as function of extended experience. but the level of
perficrmance can be increased even by highly experienced indi-
viduals as a result of deliberate effons to improve. Hence. stable
levels ol pe rlormance after extended experience are not rigidly
Iimited bl' unrnodifiable. possibly innate, factors. but can be
further increased by deliberate effl'orts. We have shown that ex-
per"t performance is acquired slowly over a very long time as a

result of practice and that the highest levels of perlormance and
achiel'ement appear to require at least around I0 -"*ears of in-
tense prior preparation. However the relation between ac-
quired performance and the amount of practice and experience
\l'as found to be weak to moderate in the earlier review. We

propose that the reason lor this comparatively r,r'eak relation is

that the current definition of practice is vague. If rve are to
improve our understanding of the environmental inlluences
mediated through panicipation in different activities. we must
anal3ze the t1'pes of activities cornmonly called practice.
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The Role of Deliberate Practice

In this section we characterize deliberate practice-those ac-

tivities that have been found rnost effective in improving perfor-

mance. t*'e then contrast detiberate practice with aaivities that
rend to occur more frequently in various dornains. Finally, we

propose a theoretical framework that explains how expert per-

formance can be attained through deliberate practice-

C haracterl.trlc.t of De I i berate Practice

The basic skills required for living in a culture are acquired

by vinually all children as part of normal social interaction

with a minimum of instruction. In contrast. the skills of read-
ing, r,r'riting. and arithmetic have been explicitly taught in
schools b-"- teachers with assigned activities of. for example
copying of presented material. for more than 3 thousand years

(Eby & Arron'ood. 1940). We want to distinguish activities in-
vented .*'ith the primar)' purpose of attaining and improving
skills from other t-vpes of evervda.v activities. in which learning

ma-v be an indirect result. On the basis of several thousand
years of education. along with more recent laborator)' research

on learning and skill acquisition. a number of conditions for
optimal learning and improvement of performance have been

uncovered (Bo.*'er & Hilgard" 198 I ; Cagne. 1970)' The most

cited condition concerns the subjects' motivation to attend to
the task and exert effort to improve their performance. In addi-
tion, the design of the task should take into account the preex-

isting knorvledge of the learners so that the task can be correctt-v

understood after a brief period of instruction. The subjects

should receive immediate inlormative leedback and kno"r'ledge

of results of their performance. The subjects should repeatedly

perform the same or sirnilar tasks.

When these conditions are met. practice improves accurac-v

and speed of performance on cognitive. perceptual. and motor
tasks (Fitts & Posner. 1967: Gibson. 1969; Wellord- 1968). Tasks

used in laboratorr- studies of learning that are designed to focus

on the accurac)' of performance clearly d isplal' the relevant cues

and the relevant feedback. Studies focusing on speed of perfor-

mance tend to use easy tasks. where hig,hl]* accurate perfor-

mance is rapidly attained. and subjecu are instructd to in-
crease the speed of performance while maintaining the high
level of accuracy. Under these conditions subjects' perlorrnance

improves monotonicalll'as a function of the amount of practice

according to the power law (J. R. Anderson. 1982: Newell &
Rosenbloom. 198 I ). In the absence o[ adequate feedback. effi-
cient learning is impossible and improvement on\' minimal
even for highll' motivated subjects. Hence mere repetition of an

aaivity *'ill not automatically lead to improvemenl, in. espe-

cially, accuracl' of performance (Trowbridge & Cason- 1932).

When Iaboratory training is extended over longer time pe-

riods. studies show that providing a motivated individual with
repeated e.xposure to a task does not ensure that the highest
levels of performance will be attainecl. Assessment of subjecrs'

rnethods shou's that inadequate strategies often account for the
lack of improvement. For example. in their study on the effects

of practice on digit span. Chase and Ericsson (198 i ) lound a

subject rr ho kept rehearsing the d igits whose pe rformance

showed onll minimal improvement. In conlrast. all subjects

who used preexisting knowledge to encode the preserncd digits
improved dramatically. One subjea who discotered tros to us€

efficient retrieval structures increased his performance by over

l0O07c. Recent reviews of exceptional me mor--rr performance
(Ericsson, 1985. 1988) show that a small set ofgeneral methods
underlie such performance. After being instructed to trse ade-

quate strategies. subjects have attained exceptional krels of
memory performance after extended practice (Baltes & Kliegl,
1992; Kliegl, Smith. & Baltes. 1989: t990).

Early investigators of extended skill acquisition in typing
(Book. 1925b: Dvorak et al- 1936) and other pcrcepturl-motor
skills (Kao. 1937) carefully monitored improvemenr in perfor-
mance and collected verbal reports on subjecls' cognitive pro-
cesses. These studies revealed subjeas' active search for meth-
ods to improve performance and found that changes in meth-
ods could often be related to clear improvements. Other studies
(Chase & Ericsson. 198 I i Vanlehn. 199 I ) hare atrso shorvn that
subjects activell' try out different methods and refine merhods

in response to errors and t'iolated expectations. Tbe critical
importance of a correct method or strategy has atrso been dem-

onstrated in date calculation (Addis & O. A. Parsons as de-

scribed in Ericsson & Faivre. 1988), mental multiplication
(Chase & Ericsson. 1982: Staszewski. 1988). absolute judgment

of colors and pitches (for a review see Ericsson & kirre 1988).

motor skills (Norman. 197 6). and rnethods of *'ork (R- H. Sea-

shore. 1939).

The inabilitl' of some subjects to discover ne$' methods has

sometirnes been interpreted as evidence for basic cognitive or
perceptual deficits. especiall-'" for performance of seemingly

simple tasks. However. specific instruction or the genemtion of
new methods can eventualll' enhance improvernent tempo-

rarily arrested at suboptimal levels. As the complexfu'of a de-

sired skill increases beyond the simple structure of rnost labora-

tory tasks. the logically possible methods to correctll'and incor-
rectly perform the task by subjects increase as *'ell. To assure

effective learning, subjects idealll' should be given explicit in-
structions about the best method and be supervis.d by a

teacher to atlow' individualized d iagnosis of errors. informative
feedback, and remedial part rraining. The instrufi.or has to
oryanize the sequence of appropriate training tasli.s and moni-
tor improvement to decide u'hen transitions to more complex

and challenging tasks are appropriate. Although it is possible to
generate curricula and use group instruoion. it is generally

recognized that individualized supervision bl'a leacher is supe-

rior. Research in education reviewed bt' Bloorn tl 98-1) shows

that when students are randomly' assigned to instruction by a
tutor or to conventional teaching. tutoring f ields belter perfor-

mance b1' two standard deviations-the average tutored stu-

dent performed at the 98th percentile of students taught with
the conventional method. Interestingly the correlarion between

prior achievement and achievement on the currenl course was

reduced and corresponded to onll'about 6% of the rariance for

the tutored subjects as compared *'ith around 361 for students

taught with conventional melhods. More generally improved

instruction appears to bencfit subjects with lower cognitiue abil-
ity more than high-ability subjects thus lor,,'ering the earlier
d iscussed correlation betrveen cognitive abilitl'and ea{ perfor-

mance seen under standard training conditions.
lr{ost contemporary domains of expe nise have Evrrlr ed over
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centuries from activities originally centered around plal'ful in'
teraction '*'ith learning through active participation. As the lev-

els of performance in the domain increased in skill and colrl'
plexity. methods to explic.itly instruct and train individuals
were developed. In all major domains there has been a steady

accumulation of knowledge about the best methods to attain a

high level of performance and the associated practice activities

leading to this performance. Full-time teachers and coaches are

available for hire and supervise the personalized training of
individuals at different levels of perforrnance stafting '*'ith be'
ginners. Throughout development toward expert performance,

the teachers and coaches instruct the individuals to engage in
practice activities that maximize improvement. Given the cost
of individualized instruction. the teacher designs practice activ-
ities that the individual can engage in between meetings with
the teacher. We call these practice activities deliberate pmctice

and distinguish them from other activities, such as playful in-
teraction. paid work, and observation of others, that individ-
uals can pursue in the domain.

Comparison of Deliberate Practice'to Other 4'pes of
D o m ain- Re I a te d,4c t it' it i e s

Consider three general types of activities, namel-v, work, play,

and deliberate practice. Work includes public performance,

competitions, services rendered for pay, and other activities di-
rectly motivated by external rewards. Play includes activities

that have no explicit goal and that are inherently enjolable-
Deliberate practice includes activities that have been specially
designed to improve the current level of perforrnanca The
goals, costs. and rewards of these three rypes of activities differ,
as does the frequency with which individuals pursue them-

Public performance and competitions are constrained in
time; these activities as well as rendering a service for pay re-
quire that individuals give their best performance at a given

time. The distinction between work and training (deliberate

practice) is generally recognized. Individuals given a new job
are often given some period of apprenticeship or supervised

activity during which they are supposed to acquire an accept-

able level of reliable perfoimance. Thereafter individuals are

expected to give their best performance in work activities and
hence individuals rely on previously well-entrenched methods

rather than exploring alternative methods with unknown reli-
ability. The costs oi mistakes or failures to meet deadlines are

generally great. which discourages learning and acquisition of
new and possibly better methods during the time of work. For
example. highly experienced users of computer software appli-
cations are found to us€ a small set of commands, thus avoiding
the learning of a laryer set of more efficient commands (see

Ashw'orth. 1992, for a review). Although work activities offer
some opponunities for learning, they are far from optirnal. In
contrast. deliberate practice would allow for repeated experi-
ences in which the individual can attend to the critical aspects

of the situaiion and incrementally improve her or his perfor-

rnance in response to knowledge of results. feedback. or both
from a teacher. Let us briefly illustrate the differe nces between
rx'ork and deliberate practice. During a 3-hr baseball garne, a
batter ma!' get only 5- I 5 p itches (perhaps one or two relevant to
a panicular rveakness). '*'hereas during optimal practice of the
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same duration. a batter working with a dedicated pitchcr has

several hundred batting opportunities, where this rr,'eakness can
be systematicalty explored (T, Williams, 1988).

The external rewards of work activities include social recogni-
tion and, most important, money in the form of prizes and pay
which enables performers to sustain a living, In play and dcliber-
ate practice, external rewards are almost completety lackin&
The goal of play is the activity itself, and the inherent eqicyment
of it is evident in children who sponnneously play for extsnded
periods of time. Recent analyses of inherent eajoyment in
adults reveal an enjoyable state of *flow,' in which individuals
are completely immersed in an activity (Gikszentrnihalyi,
1990). Similarly, analyses of reported 'peak expeiences' in
sports reveal an enjoyable state of effortless mastery and execu-

tion of an activity (Ravizza, 1984). This state of difrrsed atten-
tion is almost antithetical to focused attention required by delib
erate practice to maximize fbedback and inforrnation about
corrective action.

In contrast to play, deliberate practice is a highly structured
activity, the explicit goal of which is to irnprove performance.

Specific tasks are invented to overcome weaknesses. and perfor-
mance is carefull-v monitored to provide cues for *'ays to im-
prove it funher. We claim that deliberate practice requires ef-
fort and is not inherently enjoyable. IndividuaJs are modvated
to practice because practice improves performance. In addi-
tion, engaging in deliberate practice generates no immediate
monetary re\f,'ards and generates costs associated with access to
teachers and training environrnents. Thus, an understanding of
the long-terrn consequences ofdeliberate practice is imporutnt.

Theoretical Frarnework for the Acquisition of Expert
Performance

We'now outline a framework within which \r'e can explain
how differential levels of performance are attained as a func-
tion of deliberate practice. Our basic assumption-the *mono-

tonic benefiu assumption'-is that the arnount of time an indi-
vidual is engaged in deliberate practice activities is monotoni-
cally related to that individual's acquired performance This
assumption can be tested empiricalll: It follows from this as-

sumption that individuals should attempt to rnaximize the
amount of time they spend on deliberate practice to reach ex-
pert performance.

fispever. maximization of deliberate practice is neither
short-lived nor simple. It extends over a period of at least l0
years and involves optimization within several constraints.
Hrst, deliberate practice requires available time and eneryy for
the individual as well as access to teachers, training material,
and training facilities (the resource constrain0. If the individual
is a child or adolescent, someone in the individual's ern'iron-

ment must be willing to pay for training material and the time
of professional teachers. as well as for transportation to and

from training facilities and competitions.
Second, engagement in deliberate practice is not inherently

motil'ating. Performers consider it instrumental in achieving

further improvements in performance (the mol.ivational con-

straint). The lack of inherent rew'ard or enjo.r"ment in prartice as

distinct lrom the enjoyment of the result (improvernent) is con-
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sistent with the fact that individuals in a domain rarel;- initiate
practice spontaneousll:

Finally, deliberate practice is an effortful activity that can be
sustained only for a limited time each day during exrended
periods without leadinB to exhaustion (effort constraint). To
maxirnize gains from long-term practice. individuals must
avoid exhaustion and must limit practice to an amount from
which they can compietely recover on a daily sr u'eekl-v basis.

Attaining Expen Pedormance

Considering the cost of pursuing expert-level performance
and the small number of individuals who, out ol millions of
children exposed to such domains as sports and music, can
make a living as professionals, it seems remarkable that individ-
uals get started and are encouraged to continue- From many
interviews with international-level performers in several do-
mains, Bloom (1985b) found that these individuals start out as

children by engaging in plaful activities in the domain. After
some period of playful and enjoi-able experience they reveal
"talent- or promise. At this point parents typicall-v suggest the
start of instruction bl'a teacher and Iimited amounts of deliber-
ate practice. The parents support their children in acquiring
regular habits of practice and teach their children about the
instrumental value of deliberate practice by noticing improve-
ments in performance. With increased experience and deliber-
ate practice, individuals' performance in the domain reflects
an inseparable combination of practice and innate talent. We
.rely on Bloom's (l 9S5b) characterization of the period of prepa-
ration in three phases. which are illustrated in Figure l.

The fint phase begins with an individual's introduction to
activities in the domain and ends with the start of instruction
and deliberate practice. The second phase consists of an ex-
tended period of preparation and ends with the individual's
commitment to pursue activities in the domain on a fu{[me
basis. The third phase consiss of full-time commitment to im-
proving performance and ends when the individual either can
make a living as a prolessional perforrner in the domain or

terminates full-time engagement in the activity. During all
three phases the individual requires support from external

sources, such as parents, teachers. and educational institutions.
This lramervork needs to be extended w'ith a fourth phase to
accommodate eminent performance. During this fourth phase

the individuals go kyond the knowledge of their teachers to

make a unique innovative contribution to their domain.

To be complete. our theoretical framework must show how
individuals negotiate the various constraints on deliberate
practice during that first decade of preparation necessary for
attaining international-level performanca There are several

rnethodological problems invohed in dernonstrating the rele-
vant processes. During the decade or two leading to adult ex-
pert performancq many aspects of traioing and evaluation
change. In the beginning, a child's performance is compared
with that of other children of the same age in the local neigh-

borhood. At the start of participation in competitions, the refer-

ence group consists of other trained individuals of similar ages

from a laryer area. Success at these earlier stages may eventually
lead to participation in competitions at a national and interna-
tional level. At increased levels of performance. the practice

activitie5 olr'iously change and so do the criteria of evaluation.

In the perlormance of music. children and adolescents are
judged principalll' on their technical proficiency. Expert adult
performers. however, are judged on their interpretation and

ability to express emotions through music (Sloboda, 199 I ). The
inability of rnan!' child prodigies in music to succeed as adult
musicians (Bamberger, I986: Barlow, 1953) is often attributed
to difficulties making this transition-possibly resulting from
inappropriate training and instruction during the early and

middle phases of music training.To become outstanding musi-
cians at the international level. individuals have to contribute
unique interpretations of music (Roth, 1982). Similar consider-

ations may explain why mathematical prdigies can fail as

adult mathematicians. The lack of overlap in the perlormance
of precocious children and adult scientisu in mathematics is

even clearer than in music: Superior abilit.v in mental addition
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and multiplication dernonstrate efficiency in the mechanics of
mathematics. whereas major adult contributions in mathcmat-

ics reflect insights into the structure of mathematical problems

and domains. The criteria for eminent performance goes

beyond expert mastery of available knowledge and skills and

requires an imponant and innovative contribution to the do-
main. An eminent musician can contribute new techniques and

distinct interpretations of existing music. and eminent chess

pla,r-ers discover ne\r' variants of chess openings and advance

the knowledge of chess. In the arts and sciencer eminent
achievements involve contributions of new ideas. theories. and
methods.

In most domains it is impossible to assess retrospectivel.v the
cognitive aspects of the development of precocious exceptional
performers. Precocious painters may be an excepdon (see J.

Radford's. 1990. review). Pariser (1987) analyzrd drawings
completed by KIee. Toulouse-Lautrec. and Picasso untilage 20,

and concluded that these three *gifted" individuals encoun-
tered and mastered problems in graphic development in \r'ays

similar to those of the "less-gifted' (p. 53). Their jn'enile draw-
ings include "a fair number of awkward. flawed and une-\cey
t ional drawings" ( Pariser. I 987. p. 65). suggesting that instruc-
tion and practice strongl-v aff'ected even these three exceptional

artisu. The age at which eminent individuals attain their best
performance is much later in their 20s and 30s (Lehmann,

1953). In fact an\1 significant achievements in literature. music
cornposition. visual arts. and most other dornains before age l6
are exceedingl!' rare (Barlow. 1952). (Judit Polgar and Bobbie
Fischer attained the level of international grandmasters in
chess at age I Ji rve discuss their developmental history later)
The methodologl' \r'e applied in our studies takes these consid-
erations into account as \f,'e demonstrate later. At this point we

must further specif;- the constraints inherent in the anainment
o f e.xceptional perlorm ance.

Resource Constraint

International-level performers olten receive their fint expo-
sure to their domain between the ages ol 3 and 8. Obviously,

their parents are responsible for providing this early access.

Parents and guardians. in encouraging the childrens' aaivity
and monitoring performance. make possible the discovery of
earll'signs of *talent" and promise. The parents' interest is also
critical in aiding childreni transition to deliberate practice and
providing lacilities lor practice. such as musical instruments lor
musicians. tennis courts for tennis playen. and ice arenas for
skaters. Bloom (1985a) and his colleagues sho*'that transporta-
tion for young individuals to and lrom practice. meetings with
rhe teachers, and competitions can alrnost completely occupy
parents' free time. and the direct economic costs of sustaining
these activities are substantial. The parents' costs for a national-
Ievel su'immer is estimated by Chambliss (1988) to exceed 5

thousand dollars per ]-ear. In many cases. the familf is even
u'illing to move to a location close to the best training facilities
offering vear-round opportunities for practice. These extraordi-
nar)' commitments b1' parents are probabll based on the belief
that their children are somehow special and particularl.v likely
to succeed. Bloom (1985b) found that there seems to be at least
one central person in a promising child's near environment rr'ho
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firml1'believes. as the child develops. that the child is special.
that is. talented in the domain. This person's belief prevails
e\en though Bloom (1985b) found no evidence that. during the
earll' phases. the individual exhibited an-v clear oridence of pro-
\f,,ess. Ho*s1'g1. Bloom (1985b) found that only one child per
larnill' w'35 considered special. This is perhapa the best empiri-
6'sl svidencr that each familv's available resources are limited.

Efort Constraint

The central claim of our framework is that the level of perfor;
mance an individual attains is directly retated to the amount of
deliberate practice. Hence. individuals seeking to maximize
their performance '*'ithin some time period should maximize
the amount of deliberate praclice they engage in during that
period. t'hen this time period extends over months and years
it is clear that maximization of an effortful activity is not simple
and that the traditional research on learning, which is limited
to a fe*' sessions. provides little guidance. In this section. we
review evidence shorving that the duration of effective daily
practice that can be sustained for long periods is limited. and
thar according to teachers and training instructions. it is neces-

sar)' to maintain full attention during the entire period ofdelib
erate practice. We then discuss some consequences ol incrBBS-

ing practic€ activitl' be;-ond its optimal duration and finally
consider evidence that through training the daily duration of
deliberate practice can be slowly increased over extended pe-

riods of time.
The limited duration of practice is the best evidence of the

effort it requilgs. \l'hen individuals. especially children, start
practicing in a given domain. the amount of practice is an hour
or less per day (Bloom. 1985b). Similarl-v. laboratory studies of
e.xtended practice limit practice to about I hr for 3-5 days a

'*'eek (e.g- Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Schneider & Shiffrin.1977:
Seibel. 1963). A number of training studics in real life have

compared the efficiency of practice durations ranging from I -8
hr per da1: These stud ies show essentialll' no benefit lrom dura-
tions e.xceeding 4 hr per da-r" and reduced benefits frorn practice
exceeding I hr 1\\:ellord. 1968; Woodworth &. Schlosberg,
1954). Mary studies of the acquisition of typing skill (Baddeley
& Longman. 1978: Dvorak et al- 1936) and other perceptual-
motor skills ( Hensharv & Holman, I 930) indicate that the effec-
tive duration ofdeliberate practice may be closer to I hr per day.

Pirolli and J. R. Anderson (1985) found no increased learning
from doubling the number of training trials per session in their
extended training study. The findings of these studies can be
generalized to situations in which training is extended over long
periods of time such as weeks. months. and )'ears.

The goal ofdeliberate practice is improved performance. and
detailed anall'ses of the musicians' activities during practice
sessions in music (Gruson. 19881 Miklaszewski. 1989) reveal
careful monitoring and problern solving by the musicians to
atrain the desired improvements. C. E. Seashore (1938/ 1967\,

the pioneering researcher in music psycholog3l claimed. 
*Many

a student becomes disgusted with music becausc he cannot
learn b1 dull drudgerl: The command to rest is fully as impor-
tant as to.,rork in effective learning" (pp. 154-l-i5).Both Auer
(193 I). the famous violin teacher, and C. E. Seashore (l 938/
1967) recommended that pracrice periods be limited to less
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than I hr *'ith ample rest in between. A necessarr- precondition

for practice. according to Auer (192 l), is that the individual be

full-r'attentive to his playingso that he orshe will notice areasof

potential improvement and avoid errors. Auer (1931) believes

that practice *'ithout such concentration is even detrimental to

improvement of performance. On the basis of an extended

stu{ of Ol1'mpic swimmers. Chambliss (1988, 1989) argued

that the secret of attaining excellence is to alwa,vs rnaintain

closc attention to eyery detail of performance "each one done

correctly time and ,gain, until excellence in every detail be-

comes a frrmly ingrained habit" (1989, p. 85).

Deliberate practice aimed at irnproving strength and endur-

ance in sporrs clearly shows the imporlance of near maximal
effon during practice and the resulting fatigue. Physical activity
and exercise produce no benefit unless they are sufficientty
intense. Untrained adults must attain a minimum heart rate of
around 140 beats per minute or 70?o of their rnaximal heart rate

foran extended time at least three times a week to see improve-

ments (Lamb. 1984). However. elite athletes train at much

higher intensities to improve their performance- Athletes train
to maximize their performance in a specific event- [n endur-

ance events. such as marathon running, rnost of the training
consisu of running at the highest speed an athlete can maintain

for extended perioCs. Improvements resulting from training aP
pear to be more a function of intensity (as close to maximum as

possible) than of the total distance covered (Maughan. 1990). In

sprint events. where runners expend maximal effort for a short

time. srrength training is essential (P. E Radford, 1990). Near

maximal efforts with a 3-s duration produce the most efficient

results for strength training (Klausen, 1990). Obviously such

near-maximal training can be sustained only for limited pe-

riods even if these periods are interspersed with periods of rest-

Other objective indicators of the. intensity of athletic training
include measurements of metabolic rate during the.activiry
(Maclaren. 1990). Athletes need to consume man,v more calo-

ries than do normal adults simpl-v to sustain their regular train-

ing prograrn (Maughan. 1990). Costill et al. (1988) found that

some su'immers experienced chronic muscular fatigue because

their intake of calories was insufficient to accommodate a re-

cent increase in training activity. The exhausting effects of regu-

lar training are also evidenced by the standard practice of re-

ducing the training level several days belore a competition
(Maughan. 1990; P. E Radford. 1990).

Under the assumption that practice draws on limited physi-

cal and mental resources, one would expect that the level of
practice an individual can sustain for long periods of time is

limited bl' the individual's ability to recover and thereby main-

tain a stead-v state from day to da1: After the individual has

slowly adapted to a constant level of practice. increases ought to

be possible. In contrast, if an individual cannot recover each

day from a given level of praclice. sustaining that level will lead

to exhaustion and mental fatigue- The risk of physical injury
and chronic maladaptation will increase *runner's knee,- shin

splints. and Achilles tendonitis for athletes (Subotnick' 1977)

and sores. tendonitis, and muscle spasms for musicians (Cal-

dron et al.. I 986), Inability to reco!'er from the stress of training.
which is r ie*'ed as necessary for improvement in sports. can

lead to "staleness." *overtraining: and eventually *burnout-'

These states are cha racterized not onl-'* bf' physical fatigue and

soreness but also by motivational problems such as lack olen-
thuiasm and even unwillingness to continue with a spon
(Silva, 1990). The only known effective treatment for these con-
ditions "consists of rest. and in some cases, complete abstention

from training and sporting activities may be necessary' (Hack-

nqY, Pearman, & Novack, 1990, P. 30).

Early in this century considerable research was directed to-
ward the subjective experience of mental fatigue and its conse-

quences for performance. On the one hand, efforts to demon-

strate decline in performance, even after consecutive days of
mental multiplication for l2 hr per day, have been remarkabty

unsuccessful (Arai, l9l2; Huxtable, White, & McCanor, 1946)-

On the other hand, the subjective feelings of discomfort and

aversion often become so strong that continuing these experi-
ments beyond 4 days would seem very difficult, if not impossi-
ble. The best data on sustained intellectual activity comes from
financially independent authon. While completing a novel fa-

mous authors tend to *'rite only for 4 hr during the morning,

leaving the rest of the day for rest and recuperation (Cowle-v,

1959; Plimpton. 1977). Hence successful authors, who can con-

trol their work habits and are motivated to optimize their pro-

duaivity. Iimit their most important intellectual activity to a
fixed daily amount ,*'hen working on projects requiring long
periods of time to complete.

When individuais start with deliberate practice in a domain.

the initial duration of weekly practice is limited (Bloom'

1985b). Given that most future international-level performers

start at early ages. these brief durations are consistent with the

short duration (10-20 min per session) of long-terrn training
programs with children (see Howe, 1990, for a review). Consis-

tent with the idea of slow adaptation to the demands of ex-

tended practice, individuals beginning to practice are encour-

aged to adopt a regular weekly schedule with practice periods of
relatively frxed duration (Bloom, 1985b). After extended time
with an acceptable practice level, individuals adapt their bodies

and lives and can slow'ly and gradually increase the level of
practice. Too rapid increases in the intensity of practice lead to
"overuse and overtraining," which occur frequent,ly in sports

(Hackne,v et al.. I 990: Silva. 1990) and even in music (Fry' 1986;

Newmark & Lederman. 1987). Baiiey and Martin (1988) report
many instances of successful 9- to I l -year-old children increas-

ing their training to very high levels. only to experience motiva-

tional burnout and quit the domain altogether'

In summary disregard of the effort constraint on deiiberate

practice leads to injury and even failure. In the short term,

optimal deliberate practice maintains equilibrium between ef-

fon and lgQQvety. In the long term, it negotiates the effort con-

straint by slow, regular increases in amounts of practice that

allow for adaptation to increased demands.

1 {ot it' a t i ona I Co ns t raint

A premise of our theoretical framework is that deliberate

practice is not inherentl-"* enjol'able and that individuals are

motivated to e ngage in it bf its instrumental value in improving
perficrmance. Hence. interested individuals need to be engag-

ing in the aciivity and motivated to improve performance be-

fore the,v begin deliberate practice. Bloom (1985b) found evi-

dence supporting this implication. His intervies'5 wilh interna-
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tional-level performers sho*'ed that parents t.vpicall,v initiated
deliberate practice after allowing their children several months
ol pla;-ful engagement in the domain and after noticing rhat
their chiidren expressed interest and showed signs of prornise.
The social reactions of parents and other individuals in the
immediate environment must be very imponant in establish-
ing this original motivation.

At the start of deliberare practice. parenrs help their child
keep a regular daill'practice schedule and point out the insrru-
menral value of practice for improved perforrnance (Bloom,
1985b). With increased experience and the aid of teachers and
coaches. the developing individual is able to internalize meth-
ods for assessing improvement and can thus concurrently mon-
itor the effects of practice. As individuals get more involved in
the activities of a domain. competitions and public perfor-
mances provide short-term goals for specific improvements. At
this point the motivation to practice becomes so closely con-
nected to the goal of becoming an expert performer and so
integrated with the individual's daily life that morivation to
practice. per se. cannot be easily assessed.

Certain naturalll' occurring events and changes illuminate
the relation bet*'een practice and performance. Activities in
man]- domains. especiall;* sports. are seasonal because most
scheduled competitions occur during a singJe season of the
year. If individuals enjoyed deliberare pracrice. they' ought to
practice at a unilormly high level all year. Instead. athletes train
much harder during the preseason period and during the sea-
son itself: during the offseason they olten reduce the level of
training dramatically (Reilly. 1990a: Reilly' & Secher, 1990).
Ivlan-v individuals u,ho have practiced for a long period of time
give up their aspirations to compete and excel in an activity.
Without the goal of improving performance. the motivation to
engage in practice vanishes. Kaminski. N{ayer, and Ruoff
(1984) lound that many elite adolescenrs r*to decided to stop
competing remained acrive in rhe domain bur virtually stopped
engaging in practice.

Some individuals have had to terminate their prolessional
careers for reasons unrelated to their abilitl'to perform. In a
longitudinal stud1, of visual artists. Getzels and Csikszenrmiha-
Iyi (l 976) found that mosr arrists were drann to painting be-
cause it allowed social isoiation. However. aspiring painters
have to prornote social relations with art dealers. art critics. and
buyers to gain notoriety, increase the demand for their art. and
generate sufficient sales for full-time artistic activity. Failure to
do so forced man)' of ttre best artists to take another job unre-
lated to painting. Once these artists could no longer commit
sufficient time and energy to maintain and improve their per-
formance they stopped painting cornpletel.r- because thel,could
not accept performing at a lower level. This finding shows that
the acti','ity of painting as such is not inirerentll' motivating but
rather the act of producing an that satisfies rhe artists' subjec-
tive criteria lor quality.

Ap pr,*o,to' Jn'::::'-:',?,",:r'::,::'::::wo rk m ad e

three t)'pes of predictions: (a) predictions about the devetrop
mental history: (b) predictions abour currenr levels and habits
of practice: and (c) predictions about experrs' evaluations re-

garding the nature and role of deliberate pracrice activities that
are relevant throughout developrnent.

Our frame*,ork made two important predictions about an
individual's development history Firsr, the past amount of de-
liberate practice is directly related to the individual's current
performance. L{ore specifically expert performance is not
reached with less rhan l0 years of deliberate practice. Second.
deliberate pracice srarts at low levels and increases slowly over
time. These prcdinions can be best tested in domains ofexper-
tise that are relatively independent of the traditional school
system and *{rere deliberate practice can be easily identified
and measured. It is imponant thar the domain has qualified
teachers who guide individuals in learning basic skills correctly
and direct them tox,ard optimal practice activities. Music is one
such domain. and in the current studies we chose to study
individuals *{ro perform at very high levels on a particular
instrument. To study individuals who had completed the I&
year period of preparation and had made a commitment to
music rts a profession. rue contacted the Music Academy in West
Berlin. This academy has an international reputation for its
training program for violinisrs. Yiolinists in this program were
dsked to provide rerrospective reports on their levels of deliber-
ate practice o\.er the years belore they entered the academy so
that we might test our predictions.

Next. our frame'*,ork made several predictions regarding the
current level and related habits in elite performers. First. the
highest improvement of perfbrmance. and indirectly the high-
est attained performance. is associated with the laryest weekly
amounts of deliberate practice \f,re predicted that elite per-
lormers practice at a constant level frorn da to day to maxi-
mize improvement over extended periods of time. Further-
rnore, the daib' periods of deliberate practice should be of lim-
ited duration x,ith rest periods in between. In domains with
weekly competitions. stabilit-v and equilibrium should occur
over longer time periods such as a week. The extremely effonful
nature of competition, normall-v on the *'eekend. would lead to
a reduced load and duration after and just belore the competi-
tions.

To obtain information about music per:forrners'current prac-
tice patterns. n'e asked them to keep diaries. By collecting de-
tailed diaries by these individuah we could assess the duration
and regularitl'ofdifferenr types ofactivities. in particular those
activities judged ro constitute deliberate practice" Drawing on
earlier research on time budgeting (Juster & Stafford, 1985:
Szalai. 1972), r+'e trad individuals record ar the end of the day all
extended activities *'ith their start and end times. By recalling
alread-"* completed activities. individuals who maintain this
diary report should minimize an;* biasing influence on the fre-
quenc-y and duration ol any aaivity during the day. Further-
more. the instruction to recall the complete sequence of ex-
tended activities during the entire da), avoids the bias of focus-
ing on a single acrivity. This type of diary reporr is consisrent
with Ericsson and Simon's (1984) criteria fbr valid and unbiased
verbal reports of cognitive processes. This technique is prefera-
ble to an alternarive in which subjects are insrructed to keep a

selective diarl' lor occurre nces o[ specific problem behaviors,
such as drinking and smoking: the keeping of such a diary
appears to reduce the frequencl' of these behaviors and thus

-,-ields biased estimates (Hodgson & Ltiller. 1982).
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Large-scale studies have evaluated the accurac)' and conver-

gent valid ity of diary reports by comparing subjects' d iary esti-

mates with estimates derived from random time sampling (Ro-

binson. 1985). The diaries were lound to underreport activities

of very shor"t duration. such as brief social interactions and

phone calls. a result that is to be expected with diaries focusing

on extended activities. More important lor our purposes, the
diary estimates for extended activities were lound to be quite

consistent *'ith the results derived lrom more labor-intensive

methods.
Most of tlhe research using diaries with reported temporal

sequences ol'activities has been conducted primarily in socio-
Iogical and economic studies to estimate and projea the use of
time in repreS€ntative national populations (Juster & Stafford,
19851 Szalai. 1972). The goal of this research has been to derive
general catetgories of activities that allow investigators to reli-
ably classify an-v one of the reported activities into one of a
Iimited number of categories. At the highest level. the activities
can be grouped into categories. such as sleep, work, and leisure.
In studying the daily lives of expert perforrners, we can draw on
this previously deveioped classification for general activities,
but we must supplement it with an analysis of the activities
relevant to tlhe particular domain of expertise under investiga-
tion.

As to the third point, our framework made predictions about
the qualities of various domain-reiated activities. such as delib
erate practice. We predicted that deliberate practice would be

rated very high on relevance ficr performance, high on effort,
and cornparativeiy low on inherent enjoyment. We could evalu-
ate ratings by expert individuals to determine the extent to
which deliberate practice is perceived to have these attributes.

The central prediction from our framework \t'as that the
adult elite performance. even among individuals with more
than l0 years of practice. is related to the amount of deliberate
practice. This prediction contradicts Calton\ (l 8691 1919) mo-
dal view outlined earlier that eminent performance reflects pri-
maril.v innate talent after sufficient practice and that. by irnpli-
cation. practice and elite performance are not related. However.
olten talent is contrasted with practice, where the best individ-
uals are assumed to practice less than individuals with inferior
performance. Finaily. plausible alternative hypotheses also sug-
gest that the most talented individuals would practice more.
These hypotheses imply a high correlation between innate tal-
ent and practice. Because our studies were not designed to ad-

dress the last possibilitl: we do not consider it except in the
Ceneral Discussion section.

Study I compared the current and past levels of practice in
three groups. elite violinists judged to have promise for careers

as international soloisu and two groups of less accomplished
expert violinists. Study 2 replicated the results of Ihe first by
comparing expert and amateur pianists. In addition. it related
estimates of the amount of prior pract,ice to current perfor-

mance on a u'ide range of musical and nonmusical tasks lor all
pian ists.

Study I

We assessed current and past levels of deliberate practice in
three groups of elite. adult violinists whose current perfor-

mance differed. First we identifred the activities constituting
deliberate practice. We then determined the duration and orga-
nizatipn of deliberate practice and contrasted them for the
three grou ps.

Method

Subjects

The music professors at the Music Academy of \Vest Berlin (Horchs.

chule der Kuenste) nominated violin students who had the porcntial for
careers as international soloists. Out of l4 students nominated, 3 virerc

not fluent in German and I was pregnant. The remaining l0 studrcnts
agreed to participate in the study and are called *the best violiniritsl
The music professors also nominated a larye number ofgood violirrists
in the same depanme nt. From these subjeas, we selected l0 violin:ists,
-the good violinists." by matching theirsex and age to those of the lrest
violinisu. Similarl.v. we recruited l0 students specializing in the virolin
from a different department (music education) in the academy, which
has lower ad missions standards. Again, we matched these students" sex

and age to those of the violinists in the best group. We call the studrsnts
from the departmenl of music education the 'music teachers" because
teaching is the rnost Iikely future profession for this group. To ob'tain
additional data on the developmental history of outstanding violin-
ists we interviewed l0 middle-aged violinists who belong to two s:yrn-
phony orchestras in West Berlin with international reputations, the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and the Radio Symphony Orchestra
(RSO). According to the prolessors at the music academl: the most
likely professional career for the best young violinists is to perforrn as

a member of one of the best s-vmphony orchestras in Cermany.

Procedure

The data-collection procedures fbr the best and good violinists and
the music teachers were identical. The first part of the procedure fbr
the middle-aged violinists. from which data are reponed. *as the same
as for the three groups of young violinists

Each young violinist was interviewed during three sessions. Du:ring
the first session biographical information was obtained including the
start of practice. sequence of rnusic teachers, and participation in crorn-

petitions. The subjects were then asked to estimate ho*' many hours
per week they had practiced alone with the violin for each ,year sirnce

they had suned to practice.
Each subject was then given instructions about a taxonomy of activi-

ties Ten categories of everl:da7, activities were presented. each with a
general label and description and a listing of frequent examples. Frrorn

extensive pilot work. l2 categories af musical actit,itreJ \+'ere identified
and similarl-v presented. Musical and ever-vday activities are listed in
Table l. For rhose subjects playing other instruments besidcs the vio-
lin. the eight musical categories for playing an instrurnent were r;plit
into activities involving the violin and aoivities invoh'ing all orther

instrument! After presentation of the taxonomy. subjecrs were as;ked

to estimate how much time they spent on each type of activity du:ring
the mosl rece nt typical week. Subjects were also asked to rate each of
the activities on three dimensions using a scale from 0-10. First they
were asked to rate the relevance of the activity to improving perfor-
mance on the violin. Next they were asked to rate the effort required to
perform the activity. Finally, thcy lvere asked to rate hor,'' e njoyable the
activity *35 u'ithout considering their eraluation of the result of the
activitl: {For example. it is possible to enjol'the result olhaving cleaned
onei house u'ithout enjoying the acrivir-v of cleaning.)

During the second session, subjects ans$'ered questions about prac-

tice and concentration. The;* also recalled all activities they had en-
gaged in during the previous da1: Forthis recall they used a specially
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Table I

}{ean Relevance. Efort, and Pleasure Ratings for l2
,lfttsic-Related and l0 Everyday ,4ctit'ities Collapsed
Ovq Three Groups ef Young Expert Violitrrsts '

Activities Relevance Efficn Pleasure

K. ERICSSON, R. KRAMPE, AND C. TESCH.ROMER

M usic related
Pracrice (alone)
Prrticc (with others)
Playing for fun

(alone)
Pla-r'ing for fun

1*'ith others)
Taking lessons
Gising lessons
Solo performance
Group perforrnance
Liscning to music
Muic theory
Professional co n versa ti o n

Oryanization and
preparation

Everyday
Household chores
Child care
Shopping
Work (not music related)
Bodl' care and health
SIeep
Education (not music)
Committee work
Le isure
Sports

Grand mean

3.?7 L 8.33 H

liote. .\'= 30. unless shown with a superscript. (Some subjecs could
not make their ratings because of a lack of familiarity with the aaivity
in question) The grand means over all aoivities and infiormation about
the significant deviation from the grand mean is given based on post
hoc analyses using Bonferroni's method. The statistical test is conser'
vative as the grand mean includes the ratinBs for the particular activity
in the respective comparison. H = significantly higher than grand
rnean: L = significantll lower than grand mean.
" .\'= 19. b .\'= 28. t ,\ = 27.

designed diary sheet that divided the 24-hr day into ninety'six lS-min-
ute intervals. Use of the sheet ensured that the stan and end of recalled
activities covered the entir€ 24-hr day. After completing the recall,
subjecu were asked to encode the activities using the 30 categories in
the taxonom): Follor*'ing the second session. subjects kept a diary us-

ing the provided sheets fora full 7-day week. Subjecu were given enve'
lopes addressed to the investigators and sent in their diaries after each

day. Before returning for the third and final interview session, the
subjecs. working from copies of their diaries. encoded each activity
according to the ta.\onom,v. Subjects were encouraged to identify the
primary category for each activity but they were allowed to use more
than one categor! to encode mixtures of activities, such as a profes.
sional discussion during lunch. At the beginningofthe third interview
session. subjecu ,*'ere allowed to ask any questions they had about
their encoding. Du.ing the remaining part of the session the inter-
viewer asked questions about the subjects' developmental life goals

and engaged in general debriefing.

Resttlts

Our analy'ses locus on young violinists'allocation of time for
relevant preparator)' activities as revealed b!' their diaries and

retrospeoive estimates of practice during their developrnenl In
preparation for this anall,sis, we briefly describe the biographic
data and other data relevant to systematic differences in the
violin perforrnance of the three groups of young violinisu and
analyzs each group's ratings of everyday and musical activities
regarding relewrnce. effort, and enjoyment.

The three groups of subjects were selected such that the per-
formance of the best violinists should be better than that of the
good violinists whose performance in turn should be bctter
than that of the music teachers. In the followingstatistical anal-
yses, the hypothesized differences between the three groups of
violinists are represented by two orthogonal contrasts. The 6rst
contrast refers to the averiage difference between the best and
the good violinists. The second orthogonal contrast compares
the average of the best and good violinists (referred to as the
soloist students) to that of the music teachers. In statistical anal-
yses that include the developmental history of middle-aged pro-
fessional violinists, the data from this group are contrasrcd
with those of the group of the best young violinists.

B io gra p h ic tn_fo r mat ion

All three groups of young violinists consisted of 7 women
and 3 men. The rniddle-aged professional violinists *'ere all
men. The ages of the young subjects were successfully matched.
and no reliable differences in age were found. The mean age of
young violinists was 23.1years old. The mean age of the profe+
sional violinisa ,*'as 50.5 years old.

The biographic histories of the four groups of subjects tt'ith
respect to violin playing are remarkably similar and show no
systematic differences between groups. The age when they bc-
gan practice \f,'as 7 .9 years old and essentially coincided *{th
the age of starting systematic lessons, w'hich was 8.0-.r-ears-old.

The age at which they first decided to become musicians *'2s

14.9 years old. The average number of music teachers who had
taught them \f,'as 4.1. and the average nurnber o[musical instru-
ments that thel'had studied be,vond the violin was 1.8.

The best indicator of violin performance, besides the evalua-
tion of the music professons, is success at open competitions" A
statistical anallsis of the number of successful entries in violin
comp€titions con fi rmed systematic differences in performance
among the three groups of young violinists. The frequencies for
the best and good violinists were reliably different.2.9 vs.0.6;
F(I, 271= 19.35 . p <.01 . The aveftrge kequency of the best and
good violinists differed from that for the music teachers. 1.8 rs.

emerged u'hen the proportion of successful entries from all
participations u'&s analyzed. The young violinisu $'ere also

asked to estimate in minutes of pla-ving time how much music
they could perficrrn from memory without preparation. The
best violinists reported an average of 128.9 min, which is longer
than the 79. I min reported by the good violinists. F(l. 211 =
4.07. p <.05. The average playing times for the best and good
violinists were Ionger than that of the music teachers. l0-1.0 rs"

4?.27: F(l .27 ) : 8.23. p <.0 15.

In sum. all four groups had a similar musical back-sround,
and by the age of'l3 (the mean age of the young violiniss). all
40 subjects had spent at least l0 years practicing the violin.

9.82 H
8.73 H

5.67

6.67
9.63 H
7.03
9.03 H
7.67 H
8.33 H
7.63 H
6.s0

8.00 H
6.97 H

2.13 L
6.t4b
:.80 L
5.56"
1.43 L
0.47 L
5.45'
5.55'
3.00 L
2.67 L

5.03

7.23
7.57

2.90 L 4.70 t.53 L

3.93
8.60 H
7.5 I H'
9.80 H
E. l4 H'
4.38.
6.37 H
4.33

8.60 H
7.67
6.7y
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8.07 H
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6.44
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a.77 L
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Ratings of Everydar-'and Musical Activities

ln analyzing the ratings of relevance to improving violin per-

formance. effort. and enjo;-ment of the everyday and musical

activities, our primary god was to identify a smallerset activi-
by all
activi-

ties rated critical to improvement of violin
young violinists. Analyses of each set of ratings for the
ties for the three groups of young violinists revealed

differences, that is, interaoions between group and

profile

activities. which could account for differences in actual

allocation of time to difftbrent types of activities. We

collapsed the further analyses of differences in ratings
various activities across the three groups of young
For each type of rating (relevance, effort, and we
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of

mean
deter-

). The

categories can be calculated by simple addition. Most of the
encoded activities were described by a singJe category such as

exclusive categories like sleep and practice; but some activities.
such as a professional discussion over dinner. wertr given multi-
ple encodings. W'hen activities were given multiple encodings,
the time of the activity was split equally among the associated
categories.

When the duration of all music-related activities was

summed across the diar"- week, the average number of hours
per week was 50.6, and no reliable differences between the
groups were found. Of the eight aaivities judged to be highly
relevant to improvement of violin performance. only two had
an average duration across all three groups exceeding 5 hr per
week. These two activities were practice alone (19.3 hr per
week) and sleep (58.2 hr per week).

Practice alone. In agreement with our theoretical frame-
work, violinists rated practice alone as the most important activ-
ity related to improvement of violin performance. Practice
alone is a particularlf interesting activity because the violinists
themselves control iu duration and distribution during the
week. In contrast. rnost other aaivities judged to improve vio-
lin perforrnance. such as public solo performance and taking
lessons. are highly constrained by external factors. \\''e analyzed
the total duration of practice alone for the three groups and
then examined the distribution of practice alone during the
week.

During the diary week. the average duration of the violinists'
practice alone with the vioiin did not differ lor the two best
groups and averaged 24.3 hr of practice. This average was reli-
ably greater than that for the music teachers *'ho practiced 9.3

hr per week. F(l . 271 = 44.05, p < .001 . As the frrst step in
analyzing the distribution of practice, we anallzed the daily
amount of practice as a function of the day of the week for the
three groups. No main effect or interaction of the day of the
week was observed. and onh'the contrast found earlier between

the two best groups and the music teachers was reliable. The
two best groups practiced alone for 3.5 hr per da1'and the music
teachers lor 1.3 hr per da1'foreach day of t,he w'eek includingthe
weekend. As the second step. we assessed the frequency of
practice as a function of time of day. The frequency distribu-
tions across all weekdays shown in Figure 2 suggest a prefer-

ence by the two best groups for practicing alone before lunch,
whereas no corresponding pattern is observed for the music

teachers.
For statistical anall'ses. the percentage of time each violinist

spent practicing alone $'as calculated for the frve 2-hr intervals
from l0:00 am to 8:00 pm lor each day of the rreek. An analysis

of variance (ANOVA) revealed no main effects or interactions
involving the day of the week and no systematic differences
between the two best groups. The two best groups spent a

greater proportion of time on practice alone than the music

teachers did, F(l , 27]l = 59.1l. p < .001, and this difference
interacted with the time ofday. F(4. 108) = ?.94. p <.05. A post

hoc anall'sis sho*'ed that the time music teachers practiced
alone was distributed unilormly'across the day '*'hereas the two
best groups had elevated levels of practice bet\\'een l0:00 arn
and 2:00 pm. This interaction and the main effect of time of
day, F(4.108) = 6.09. p < .00 l, are shown in Figure 3.

Consistent with the rared effortfulness of practice alone. the
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compared the rnean rating across all activities with
rating of that activity. The significance of differences
mined from adjusted alpha levels (dt : al22 =
mean ratings and information about significant are

given in Table l.
As shown in Table I , subjects rel iabll' rated

activities as more relevant than the overall
7 of the I 2lmusical

mean. Cdnsistent
with our theoretical assumption, 27 of the 30 violinists gave
*practice alone' the highest relevance rating. In contrast. play-

ing alone for fun. *'hich an observer u'ould have difficulty dis-
criminating frorn practice alone. received a much lower rele-

vance rating. Out of the l0 everydry" activities. only sleep was

rated as reliabl-v more reletant to improving one's violin perfor-

mance than the grand mean. and 5 activities were rated reliably

less relevant. Many of the activities with the highest relevance

ratings are constrained b-'- external factors and resources- For
example. the duration of taking lessons and public perfor'
mance alone and in a group cannot easily be increased at the

*'ill of the subject. Similarly, practice in groups is to a lesser

degree constrained. After these additional criteria are applied'
there remain four relevant activities of which the violinists can

easily control the duration: practice alone, music theory listen-

ing to music. and sleep.

The ratings of effort associated *'ith different activities show

that six of the eight activities judged to be highly relevant to
perforrnance improvement are also judged to require reliably

more efi'on than the average activity. The two exceptions are

Iistening to music and' not surprisingly, sleep, which is judged

reliably less effortful than the average activity. The ratings of
inherent pleasure show that only two of the eight highly relevant

activities-listening to music and group performance-are
also judged to be reliabll' more pleasurable than the average

activity.
In surn. all three groups seem to have the same conception of

the relevance of different activities for improvement of violin
performance, and all three similarly evaluate the inherent €D-

joyment and effort associated with different activities. We now
turn to the analysis ofthe time each group allocated to different
activities and. in particular, to activities judged to be highly
relevant lor improving violin perforrnance.

Diaries

From rhe detailed diaries with encoded activities, the total
time a violinist spent during the week on any one of the activity
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Figure 2. Proportion of time spent practicing along with the violin as

a function of time of da1'for the best violinists (top pan€l). the good

violinists (middle panel). and the music teachers (bottoln panel).

duration ofsustained practice is limited. Most interestingly, the

duration of practice sessions is very similar to other estimates of
optimal practice duration reviewed in this article The mean
duration of practice sessions during the diary week did not
differ during that week and averaged 80 min with no reliable
differences among groups. Hence, the differences in amount of
practice reflected differences in the number of practice s'es-

sions. The two best groups did not differ reliably and had an

average of 19.5 sessions per week, a number that was reliabty
more than the average of 7.1 sessions per week for ttre music

teachers, F(l ,27\ = 22.4A, p 1.001.
The differences in practice alone between the two best

groups and the music teachers might be due to ve1 different
curricula in the two departments at the Academl: However. a

carelul comparison revealed only minor differences ktween
the two departmenls' training requirements in mrsic. The mu-

sic teachers had additional requirements consisting ofpedagogi'
cal aspects of music education. but these requirements corre-
sponded to less than 5 hrduring the diarl'week. This increased

time requirement for the music teachers w&s lor the most part
balanced out by the longer duration of actiltties relating to
public performance by the t\r'o bcst groups.

Sleep The high relevance of sleep for improving violin per-

forrnance must be indirect and related to the need to recover
from effortful activities such as practicc. Consistent with the
ratings, sleep is the least efticrtful of the activities and thus con-
stitutes the purest form of rest. The weekty €unount of sleep
during the diary week did not differ for the two best groups and
averaged 60.0 hr. This average was reliably longer than that for
the music teachers. which was 54.6 hr, F(l ,27):5.02, p<.05.
Hence the two best groups, who practice more' also sleep reli-
ably longer.

An ANOVA of the amount of sleep as a function of da1'of the
week for the three groups showed no rnain effect or interaction
with day of the week. The average amount of sleep per day was

8.5 hr for the two best groups and w&s reliably longer than 7.8

hr of sleep for the music teachers. large-scale diary studies
from several different countries show that adults sieep oB aver-
age 8 hr per day (Converse. I 97?) and that adults sleep about I to
t| hr more on the weekend than they do during the work week
(Robinson, Converse, & Szalai. 1972).I-aboratory studies show

that the amount of sleep difren as a function of age (Rofrrarg,
Muzio. & Dement, 1966). A recent study by Robinson,
Andreyenko"l and Patrushev (l 988) shows that adults benveen

I 8 and 29 years of age sleep around 7 .7 -7 .9 hr per d")l a frnding
that is remarlcably consistent n'ith our estimate for the music
teachers. The distribution of the lrequency of sleeping as a
function of the time of the dal'is shown in Figure 4 for the three
groups.

The two best groups appear to sleep more during the after-
noon. The duration of sleep episodes separated from nighttime
sleep by at least I hr from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm rl"s not reliably
different for the two best groups and averaged 2.8 hr per week.

This average differed reliabll' from that of the music teachers,

F(l, 271 : 5.92, p < .05, who napped only 0.9 hr per week. The
two best groups did not take longer naps to compensate for
deficits in nighttime sleep because, w'hen napping $?s sub
tracted from the total sleep time, the mean lor the two best

l0- l2zm 12-2pm 2.aprn 4-6prn

Time Inrerval

6-Epm

Figure 3. Proportion of time sPent practicing alone *'ith the violin as

a function of five 2-hr intervals for the music teacher (solid line) and
the average of rhe best and the good (soloist) violinists (dashed line).
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groups was higher than that of the music teachers, although the
difference was no longer reliable

An analysis of napping as a function of day of the week for
the three groups showed no main effect of weekday, but did
show a significant interaction between day of the week and the
@ntrast between the two best groups and the music teachers,
F(6, 162) = 2.2?, p <.05, *trich is illustrated in Figure 5.

The overall pattern in Figure 5 suggests that the amount of
napping is uniformly low for the music teachers, whereas the
amount of napping for the best and good violinists is elevated at
&e beginning of the work week and reaches its lowest levels
during the weekend. Further analysis revealed that the primary
source of the interaction reflects differences between the week-
end and the five weekdays. An ANOVA of the amount of nap-
ping for the three groups revealed a reliable difference berween
the weekend and the work week. F(l ,27)= 4.29, p < .05, and an
interaction with the difference between the best and good vio-
linists and the rnusic teachers, F(I, 271= 12.06, p < .005. Given
our general argument for recovery from practice through rest
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Figure 5. Amount of napping as a function of rhe da1' of w.eek for the
music teachers (solid line) and the averag,e for the best and good (so-

Ioist) violinists (dashed line).

and the result that levels of napping decreased over r*,eekends
whereas the amount of practice did not. we looked for alterna-
tive sources of rest that could moderate the amount of napping
required over the weekend. Of the otheractiviries rated high on
restfulness, that is. rated low on effortfulness. Ieisure has ttre
Iongest weekl-v duration during the diary week, u'i1h 28.2 hr per
week. Thus. we now consider the rotre of leisure a$ivity in pro-
viding recovery from practice.

Leisure. We performed an ANOVA of the dail-v amount of
Ieisure activities as a function of ttre day of the *'eek for the
three groups. The best violinists spent 3.5 hr perda;.,on leisure.
which is reliably less than the 4.7 hr forthe good violinisrs, ^F'(1,

271= 4.27 , p <.05. The average for the best and good violiniss
was 4. I hr of leisure per day, w'hich is not reliabll,different from
the mean for the music teaclJ.* (4.0 hr). In comparison. other
adults aged I 8-29 are estimated to spend around 5.3 hr a day on
leisure activities-defined as Robinson et al.'s t!988) estimate
of free time u'ith sports and education excluded. An ANOVA of
the leisure time as a function of the day of the week for the three
groups of violiniss revealed no reliable interactions. but a reli-
able main effect of weekday was observed. ^F(6, I62) = 5.59, p <
.001, and is shown in Figure 6.

A post hoc analysis using Bonfeironi's I tests sho*'ed that out
of the 2l possible paired comparisons. only 9 reached signifi-
cance. All 9 involved comparing a *'eekday to either Saturday
or Sunday a finding that implies that leisure time is reliably
elevated during the weekend. This pattern is consistent with
the hypothesis that activities other than sleep can provide neces-

sary rest. The finding that the best violinists spend less time lor
leisure is important because leisure is judged to be the most
enjoyable of all activities. as reflected by the ratings of inherent
pleasure in Table l. For all young violinists there is a reliable
negative correlation between amount of leisure time and
amount of time on music-related activities, r(38) : -0.37. p
< .05.

Es timates oil'Veekly' Duration ofl'ariotts Actit'it ies

It is possible that some of the results found with the time-con-
suming method of collecting and analyzing diaries could have
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Average arnount of leisure time for all !'oung violinists as a function of the da.v of week.

been obtained with more efficient methods. In this section we
analyze the time these studens estimated spending on the dif-
lerent activities during a current week as well as their retrospec-
tive estimates for the time thel'practiced alone earlier in their
career. We first consider the estimates for a current typical
week. *'hich the violinists made prior ro the diary \r,eek. Esti-
mates for practice alone are reported, then the estimates for
sleep and leisure.

Our analysis of the diaries showed thar the violiniss main-
tained practice alone with the violin at a stable level across the
entire week. We therefore expected that thei- could accurately
estimate the amount of weekly practice on the basis of their
daily practice. An ANOVA of the estimared weekl-v amount of
practice revealed no reliable differences bet\r,een the two best
groups of violinists. who estimared 29.8 hr of practice alone.
The two best groups were found to estimate a reliably greater
amount of practice than the music teachers did, 29.8 vs. 13.4;
F(I. 271 = 38.68. p <.001 . A repeated-measures ANOVA. in-
cluding the estimates for the current week and the diary data,
revealed that the estimates for the current week were reliably
higher by 5.2 hr than the amounr assessed from the diaries, F(l,
271 -- 15.39. p <.001, and that this overestimate did not differ
across the three groups. The two measures of practice alone
were highly correlated for all young violinisrs. (28) = A.74,
p <.001.

A closer analvsis revealed that 857o o[ the best two groups
and 509o of the music teachers expressed their estimated weekly
amount of practice during the typical week as a daily amount
multiplied by 7 days or as an integer value that was an exact
multiple of seven. Debriefing interviews suggested that the esti-
mates for a typical week reflected a level of daily practice ro
which the violinists aspired rather than the level they actually
attained. Hence estimares of w.eekly practice appear to be va-
lid. albeit biased. indicators of actual pracrice. and rhe bias
does nor differ among the three groups.

The estimates of sleep during a typical rreek revealed no
differences bet$'een the besr and good violinists. bur a reliably

higher average lor the best and good than the mean for the
rnusic teachers. F(l , 2;) = 5.42. p <.05. A repeated-measures
ANOVA lor estimated sleep and sleep assessed by the diary
revealed no differences between the best and the good violin-
ists, but a reliable main effect for the contrast between the best
and good violinists and the music teachers, F(I, 271 : 7 .21, p I
.05. The estimates indicated 3.5 hr of sleep less per',*'eek than
the diary measure. F(I.371 = 10. 19. p <.005, and there \*'ere no
reliable inreractions uith the group contrasts. The correlation
between estimared sleep and sleep assessed through the diaries
wrs reliable,428): 0.{9. p <.01. Most of the violinisrs (83%\
estimated their weekll'sleep as a multiple of seven.

The estimated amount of leisure revealed a different pattern
of results than that assessed frorn the diaries. An ANO\A un-
covered no differences between the best and the good violin-
ists. but reliably' lower estimates lor the music teachers than the
average for the best and good violinists. F(l, 271= 5.25. p <.05.
A repeated-measures AI{OVA for the estimated amount of lei-
sure and the amounts derived from the diaries found no reliable
main differences benseen groups. The estimated arnount of
Ieisure was 7.4 hr lower than that derived from the diaries. F(I,
271 = 13.46. p <.001. and the interaction of the difference
between the best vs. ttre good violinists was reliable, F(l .271 :

amounts ofl leisure assessed from the diaries are shown for all
three groups in Figure 7.

The best violinists. *tro spent the least amount of time on
Ieisure. made estimates closely matching the amounG mea-
sured for the diary" wek. The estimates of the other two groups
are much lower than the leisure time measured for the diary
r*'eek. Not surprisingls the correlation between estimates and
diary assessments rr'&s loul 428) = .082 , p>.05. Only halfof the
subjects esrimated the week15' leisure time as a multiple of
S€vgJ1.

In sum. the violinisu could give reasonably accurate esti-
mates oIthe weekll' duration of stable. habirual activities. such
as sleep and amount of practice alone. Allsubjects, excepl those
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by a violinist ata given age can be easily cakulated by adding
the yearl-y estimates at and below that age. Tbe average number
of hours of accumulated practice for each of rhe four groups is
shown in Figure 9 as a function of age.

To avoid any confounding influences from the activities at
the music academy, we statistical[' anatir.O the amount of
practice the young violinists had accumularcd by age 18. At this
aBg the best young violinists had accurnulared an average of
7,410 hr of practice, which is reliabtv diffiercnt from 5,301 hr,
the average number of hours accurnulated h' the good violin-
istr F(I. 271: 4.59, p < .05. The average of the best two groups
was reliably different lrom that of the music reachers, who had
accumulated 3,4?0 hr of practice b!'age I 8. ^F(l ,27): I I .86, p <
.01. Hence. there is complete correspondence between the skill
level of the groups and their average accumulation of practice
time alone with the violin.

Tcachcrs

Figure 7. Amount of leisure time recorded for diary ,*'eek and esti-
mated for a t1'pical week for the three groups of young violinists.

in the best group. were very inaccurate in their estimates of
spontaneous activities such as leisure time.

Retrospective Estimates of Practice During lv{usical
Development

Our findings on practice alone imply that subjects should be
able to accurately report not just their current level of practice.
but past levels of practice as well. Practice alone is viewed as the
most important activity for improvement of violin perfor-
mance. and its daily amount is remarkably stable. The effonful
nature of practice suggests that subjects monitor its duration
carefull,v and hence should be able to estimate it even after long
retention intervals. Our earlier analyses showed that concurrent
estimates of *'eek11, duration of practice alone are highly corre-
lated with the durations recorded in the diaries. These retro-
spective estimates are likely to have a larger error component,
but the.v should not be systematically biased. The one caveat is

that subjects might report the level of practice to which they
aspired rather than the actual amount. However, the correla-
tion between aspired and actual amounts appears to be quitc
high for all three groups of young violinists. In addition, the
widely held view that very talented musicians need to practice
less than other musicians would yield a bias in the opposite
direction of what the skill-acquisition lramework predicts;
namely. the best or "most talented* violinists would be inclined
to underestimate their past amount of pradice to suppon their
beliefs that they are very talented.

At the end of the extended biographical inten'iew, all of our
subjecu estimated the average number of hours of practice
alone with the violin per week for each.vear since they had
started plaf ing the violin. Figure 8 illustrates that for all lour
groups the reported amount of practice increases monotoni-
cally from the start of practice until the age of 20.

The theoretically most interesting index of amount of prac-
tice is the total amount of practice accumulated at a given age.

The weekl-t- estimates of practice alone can easily be converted
to estimated 1'early amounts by multiplication of the number of
weeks in a )'ear. The number of hours of practice accumulated
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n further test of the relation between performance and prac-
tice is provided lrom the amount of practice accumulated by
the prolessional middle-aged violinists at age I8. The average

for middle-aged violinists is 7.336 hr, rvhich is so close to the
average of 7.-1 l0 hr for thre best young violinists. that the differ-
ence is not statisticalll' significant. Presumably the middle-
aged violinists \f,,ere selected by international-level orchestras
because they had the same skill level in early adulthood as the
best young violinists currentl;- have. The high degree olcorre-
spondence between these two groups' retrospective estirnates
olpraoice alone during their music development thus supports
the ralidit;" of these estimates.

Summary of Results of Stud1, I
Confirming our theoretical framework. the violinists in all

groups rated practice alone as the most relevant activity for
improving violin performance. Among all the activities rated
highli- relevant. practice alone is unique: A violinist can extend
its duration at *'ill because no external resources. such as avail-
abilitl'of teachers or audiences. are involved. An anaivsis of the
u'eek-long diaries showed that the two best groups ol young
violinists did not differ lrom each other in their amount of
practice alone with the violin, but they practiced alrnost three
times longer than the music teachers. The violinists \*'ere able
to estimate their weekly practice, and their estimates were
highll'correlated u'irh the calculated durations lrorn the diary
u'eek. From retrospective estimates of weekly practice during
their musical development. the amount of accumulated esti-
mated practice alone by age l8 was calculated. The accumu-
lated amount of practice for the best )'oung violinists v.'as indis-
tinguishable lrom that of professional middle-aged violinisu
belonging to international-level orchestras. This finding \r'as

expected because the rnost likeiy professional career fbr the
best violinisu is membenhip in a first-rate orchestra. The good
violinists had accumulated lewer hours of practice alone by age

18. but reliabll' more than the music teachers had.
Be1'ond the internal consistenc)' of the retrospective esti-

rnates of practice alone. it is possible to compare the *'eekly
estimates from our stud.v to concurrent estimates ofamounts of
practice b-v young award-winning musicians lrom two German
studies (Kaminski et al- 1984: Ruoff, l98l). These musicians
are biographicalll' similar to the violinists in our best group
and \['ere assessed q,ith a diary procedure at two different ages.

At age l3 the au'ard-*'inning musicians practiced 1 3.7 hr per
u,eek (Ruoff. 198 I ). an amount close to the 12.2 hr estimated by
our best group and higher than the 8.8 and 6.2 hr per week
estimated b1' the good and music teacher groups, respectively.
At age 17. the practice of the award-winning musicians averaged
15.5 hr per *'eek (Kaminski et al.. 1984) compared *'ith the
19.2. 16.8. and 9. i hr per week estimated by the best. good. and
music teacher groups. The agreement betwee n the estimates of
our best violinists and the award-winning violinists' diary data
is reasonabll'close and is consistent with the hypothesis that the
best violinists practice more than the good violinists during
earll' adolescence and more than the music teachers during
their entire developmental period. In a recent studl' Sloboda
and Howe (199 l) interviewed more than .10 students (aged l0-
l8) in a music school. where about half of the studenrs $'ere

K. ERICSSOI{. R. KRAMPE. AND C. TESCH.ROMER

superior to school standards. They lound no reliable differencc
in the estimated amount of daily pr:actice between their two
groups of superior and average musicians. The difference be-
tween the resuits and our own can be explained by the morr
select samples of musicians studied by us and Kaminski et, al.
(1984). Consistent with this interpretadon. rhe esrimated
amount of daily practice for their subjects *?s onfy half that of
our subjeas' estimates for the comparable age period, Further-
more. only a fraction (14%) of Sloboda and Howe's (199 t ) sub
jeas were totally self-motivated to prac,tice trhich raises some
issues as to whether the practice of most of their subjects rnests
the criteria for deliberate practice

Consistent wittr our theoretical framework, the violinists
rated practice alone as requiring effort. The analysis of the diar-
ies revealed that uninterrupted sessions of praoice alone were
Iimited to a duratibn between I and 1.5 hr, a finding that is
consistent *'ith extended laboratory studies on practice. For the
two best groups practice \&'as systernatically distributed during
the day and was particularly high in the late morning. Two
frndings provide intriguing evidence of the effortful character
of practice. First. violinists rated sleep as highly retevant for
improvernent of violin performance. Second. the analysis indi-
cated that the violinists napped to recover from practice. The
two best groups of violinists with the highest levels of praaice
were found to nap more in the afternoon than did the groupof
music teachers. Furthermore. the duration of napping de-
creased during the weekend. when ample time for relaxingsctiv-
ities such as leisure was auailable. Another study provides simi-
lar findings. World<lass musicians interviewed by Samuel
(1987) rated practice as extremely important. especially during
development. A majority of these subjects (1lqdjudged sleep as

important. and many musicians reported taking afternoon
naps, especially belore a public performance

The diarl'-6ased analyses of the amounr and distribution of
practice sho*'ed clear differences between the music teachers
and the two best groups. but no difflerence between the two
best groups. The two more accomplished groups differed in the
accumulated amount of estimated practice. and the best group
spent less time on leisure than the good group did during the
diary week. Most interestingly, the subjects in the best group
were able to estimate quite accurately the time they allocated to
Ieisure, whereas the good violinists underestimated their lei-
sure time during the diary week by more than I I hr. With our
finding that. compared with the good violinists. rhe best vio-
linisu tended to spend more time on rnusic-related activities,
these results suggest that our most accomplished subjecs show
a greater involvement in music and oryanize their time better,
especially their leisure time.

It is important to note that our study shows only' that the
arnount and distribution of practice is related to the level of
performance of adult musicians. In fact, many additional fac-

tors consistent with the sk ill-acquisition lramework could atten-
uate the differences among our three groups. Sosniak (1985)

found that international-level pianists had spent considerable
efforts to seek out the very best musical teachers during their
musical derelopment. Furthermore. it is likely that an analysis
of the detailed activities during practice alone would reveal
qualitative differences between violinists at differenr advanced
let'els of performance (Cruson. 1988: Miklaszewski. 1989).
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Study 2

The purpose of the second studY was to extend the findings

from the violinists to another domain of expefiise and, most

imporont. to obtain experimental measures of perficrmance in

,fiit-rtfated tasks that could then be related to rneasures of

,r*.n, and accumulated practice. To determine whether the

ire"ious findings could be replicated for subjects with more

i***. differences in proficienry than the violinists had, we

**p.ted a group of young expert pianists with a group of
arnateur pianists. The.data reported in this study are from a

Iaryer investigation including two more groupq one of elderly

professional pianists and another group of elderly amateur

pianists. Recent research on expert piano performance

iM.K.nzie. Nelson-Schulu, & Wills, 1983; Palmer, 1989;

Shaffer. 1981; Sloboda. 1983) has shown that it is possible to

record the sequence of piano keystrokes and analyze motor

skills differentiating pianists at different levels of performance'

In his dissertation Krampe (l 99 I ) designed a battery of tasks

ranging kom nonmusical tasks. such as choice reaction time' to

actual perficrmances of a musical piece to study four groups of
expert vs. amateur and )'ounger vs. older pianists. Unfortu-

nately, we could not find a large group of young pianists who

met the selection criteria used for the best violinists in Study l'
Instead, lf,'e recruited a sample of expert pianists from the Mu-

sic Academl' of Berlin according to selection criteria similar to

the good violinists in Study l- The amateur pianists were

matched lor sex and equated for mean age with the expert pian-

ists.
As with Study I we fint provide biographical data' then the

report of the l-week diary and retrospective estimates of past

practice. \\'e report on the battery of nonmusical and musical

tasks and tinally relate the pedorrnance on the musical tasks to

our estimates of accurnulated practice. Our main prediction

was that \L'e would be able to predict differences in proficiency

in the skill-related tasks at least as well from our measures of
accumulared practice as lrom the differences in the pianisu'
level of expertise.

lvlethod

Subjects

Tr*'elve expert pianists (8 men and 4 women) and l2 amateurs (7 men

and 5 women) equated for mean age (14.3 years) panicipated in the

study, The expert pianists were studenu in advanced soloist classes at

the "Hochschule der Kuenste.' a Berlin music acadern-v- All expen
pianisrs were students bur had already started to perform in public

concerts. Flfteen amateurs recruited through newsPaper and campus

zdg were srudents in academic or vocational training prograrns' To

make the amateurs comparable to the experts' we specified that the

amateurs had to play classical music and be able to successfully pla-v a

piece b1'Bach used in the rnusical performance task. Three amateurs

failed this criterion. The estimates of practice alone during early devel-

opment \'L'eIt also collecred from two age-matched samples of l2 older

experts and I J amateur pianists with the average age of 59'8 years'

,4pparalus

An electronic keyboard (Yamaha CB-300 Clavinova) and a Macll

compute t us6s used for monitoring experiments and collecting data

for all tasks except for the digit-symbol substitution test. Ttrat test was

administered in the paperand-pencil version.

Procedure

Data were collected during two sessions separated by 1-12 days.

During ttre first session subjects panicipated in an abbreviated version

of the interview in Study l. They provided detailcd biographical infor'
mation and estimated the average amount they had practiccd alone
eyery week for each year of their lives since they started practicing-

Then followed the first experiment, the complex movement coordina'
tion task, which challenged the spced and accuracy of subjects' biman'
ual movement coordination. Thc task was to play a series,of nine key-
strokes eitber with one hand or simultaneously with both lrands. Each

finger was assigned to one of frve adjacent, white keys on the piano: no
lateral movements were required. We manipulated the co,mplexity of
hand coordination by havingsubjccts perform eitherwith .single hands
(left or right\, mirror image mov€ments fbr both hands" or diferent
movemenls for opposite hands. Thc tasks were presented as strings of
nine numbers. each nurnber indicating which frnger of a given hand
was to be used in performance. A display with the relevant task infor-
rnation appeared on the computer screen and remained for subjects'

inspection during performance. Motor demands were iderrtical across

tasks: the same series were used for the left and right hands: bimanual
tasks were generzited by combining the single-hand tasks. Conditions
were tested in asce nding order of complexit-v. Instructions encouraged

the subjects to plal'accurately and rapidly while maintaining a steady
tempo. The single-hand condition consisted of two series of keystrokes

for each hand: the two bimanual conditions involved pla5'ing two dif-
lerent series each. In addition to warm-up. each task consisted of an

initial block of 6 and a second block of l2 practice trials. During the

second block of practice triatrs" subjects received graphic feedback on

accurac.l: speed. and the timing of single keystrokes (steadliness)- Only
the data from the third block of 6 trials were used in the analysis.

Follo*,ing the first experiment toward the end of Session l. subjects
$'ere introduced to the diary procedure. The introduction. recording
of daill,activities during a 7-day period between Sessions I and 2' and

coding of activities were identical to the procedures described for
Study l. Session I started with the debriefing for the diar3r procedure.

The musical performance tas*' following debriefing for the diary pro'
cedure in Session 3. required subjects to give three successive perfor-
mances of the Prelude No. I in C-major("r*bhltemperiertes Klavier")
b:* J. S. Bach. Subjects were given up to i 5 min of practice to *'ork out

an interpretation and then attempted to replicate this interpretation
three times while being as consistent as possible across performances"

Musicians consider the piece to be technically very simple: at the same

timc it leaves room for musical interpretation. All subjecrr; were able to
perform the piece fluently except for the two amateurt urho were not

included in the analyses for tlris reason. Force and onset'-offset times
for single ke1'strokes were recorded with the apparatus des'cribed previ'
ously: high-speed tape recordings were aiso generated for later e valua-

tion. Follo*'ing the musical performance task. subjects completed a

paper-and-pencil version of the Digir'51'mbolsu&stiru tion Test ( DS). a

subtest of the WAIS that is considered a measure of general perce ptuo-
motor speed. A lx'o- choice reaction time tcsk (CRT) required speeded

responses of pressing either one of two assigned keys on the piano

keyboard. Both tasks are often used to measure cognitive-motor
speed. Three finger tapping tcs&s involving their right- left. and alter'
nare forefingers. respectivel-v' n*ere used as measurts of simple motor
efficiencl: Following an auditory start signal subjects had to tap as fast

as they could for l-( s. Tasks were terminated by an auditory signal.

Rcsu/ls

Biographic Background

All experts had more than l4 years of plaf ing experience;
amateurs had between 5 and 30 1'cans of experience. Amateurs
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had started with piano instruction at an averagc age of 9.9 years

ard were reliably older than expert pianisu, wtlo startd d 5.8

years of age, F(I. 221 = 7.00. p <.02. On avera$ experts had

received t9.l years of formal instruction from 4.7 teacher. [n
comparison. the amateurs had received 9.9 years of instruction
arrd had studied with 3 different teachers on ,r\Erage. Thc dif:
ferences in years of formal instruction, F(I, 23; = 29.36, p <
.001, and number of teachers. F(l ,22) = 10.00. p 1.01, were
signifuant. All of the expert subjects and 50% of the arnateur
subjects were receiving formal instruction at the dme of isvesti-
gation. All but one expert subject had participaed in open
competitions (M = 3.6, .SE = .73); only two uururreur subjec8
had ever participated in a competition at a local lcvel. $/hereas
amaleur subjects were more likely to play at least one additional
instrum ent (M = I .25, SE = .22), this was the exception for
expert pianists (M = .25, SE = .l 8); this difference w?s reliable,
F(I, 221 = 12.57, p < .01, and illustrates the experts' foctrs on
improvement on their main instrument.

Diaries .

The experts spent a total of 56.75 hr on music-related activi-
ties during the diary week. In comparison, the amateurs spent
only 7 .AZ hr. ^F(l ,22)= 348, p <.001. As in Stu{' l. we ana}1'zed

the amount and distribution of practice alonq the most rele-
vant activity for improvement in the skill, and also examined
data on sleep and leisure time.

Practice alone. During diary week, the experts spent 26.7 I

hr in solo practice at the piano: the amateurs spent 1.88 hr. This
difference \r'as, of course. significant, F(I, 227= 93.98, p <.001.
An analysis of the amount of practice as a function of weekday

had to be limited to the experts because the amateurs did not
practice at all on rnost days. No reliable difference between
weekdays was found. Figure l0 shows the distribution of prac-
tice activities across the time of the day averaged across week-
days.

To analyze the distribution of practice across time of the day,

we computed the amount of practice during frve inten'als as

described in Study l. This analysis was also restricted to the
data on ttre expert pianists. It revealed no interaction berween

6tt0rZ246t10rz
rn Time of Day PE

Figure lA. Proporrion of time spent on practicing alone at the piano
for the experr pianists.
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weekday and inten'al and no main effect for weekday. The cf-
fect of interval did not reach significancg F(4,4) = 2.57, p <
.052. An analysis of the length of praaice sessions showed that
the experts practiced longer (87.90 min) than the amateurs
(46.00 min), F(l, 201 = 15.25, p < .AA l. These average durations
are probably over?stimates as shorter breaks (< I 5 min) between
consecutive sessions were probably not recorded in the diaries.

Sleep The weekly amount of sleep did not differ for the
experts and the amateurs and averagd 56.86 hr per week. A
repeatd measures ANOVA rcvealed a main effect of weekday,

F(6, 132) = 4.01, p < .002, wtrich did not interact with skill
Ievel. To locate the effest. we performed pairwise r tests con-
trasting the mean of each day with the means of other days. Six
out of 42 possible comparisons were significant, all involving
conttrasts between a working day and eilher Saturday or Sunday.
These results indicate that both group6 of pianisu tended to
sleep longer during the weekend (M = 8.68 hr) than during the
working week (M = 7.91 hr). The average duration of napping
was only 0.63 hr per week and did not reliabl-v differ between
the two groups.

Leisure. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
the amount of leisure time for each day during the diary week.
The amount of leisure time. 4.66 hr per day, did not differ for
experts and amateurs. As in Study l, however. we obtained a
significant effect of weekday, F(6, 132) = I 1.04. p <.001 . Eleven
out of 2l post hoc cornparisons were significant, and 8 of these
involved contrasting a working day with a weekend da . Sub
jects considerably increased their leisure time during the week-
end days (M = 6.22 hr) compared with the working week (M =
4.05 hr).

Retrospective Estimates of Practice During Musical
D*eIopment

To determine how good our subjeas were at estimating how
long they practiced each week we compared the measures ob-
tained from the diaries with the estimate for the current year. A
repeated measures ANOVA wirh type ofassessment as a within-
subjects factor yielded a main effect of t-vpe of assessrnent. F(l,
227:4.81 . p <.05, and a main effect of skill level, F(I, 227 =
350, p <.001, but no interaction. Both experts and amateurs
overestimated their amount of practice during the diary week
by an average of5.2 hr, in agreernent *ith the results ofstudy l.

Figure I I shows the average amount of weekly practice as

estimated by amateur and expert subjeos as a function of age

until age 24, the age of the youngest subject. Although expert
subjeas show the sarne linear increase in the amount of prac-
tice that was found for the violiniss there is little change in
amateurs' training level after the mean starting age (9.9 years).

Follo*'ing the procedure in Study l, we calculated the average

amount of practice accumulated by a given age for each group
(see Figure l2). At the age of l8 the expert pianists had accumu-
lated 7 ,606 hr of practice. which is reliably different from the
I ,606 hr of practice accurnulated b1' the amateurs. F(l. 22; =
26.29,p <.00 t. The estimated amount of practice accumulated
by age l8 for the group of older expen pianists did not differ
from that of the younger experts. .F(1,22) = 1.74, p > .20. Simi-
larly, the accumulated amount of practice for the older srnE-
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Figure ll. Estimated amount of tirne for practice alone at the piano
as a function of age for expert pianists and amateur pianists.

teurs did not reliably differ from that of the younger amateurs.
F(1,231 = .83. p>.35.

Pedormance on Tasl<s [.lnrelated to lt{ttsic

Performance in the two nonmusic tasks, the DS and the CRT
tasks, did not distinguish between experts and amateurs. Only
three subjects made errom on the DS. The mean digit-symbol
score \f,'as 69.0 and did not differ for the two groups, F(l .221=
I . I 8. p > .25.' The mean error rate in the CRT was 4.2Vo with no
differences between groups. The mea& reaction time was 422
rns; again. differences between groups were not significant.
F(I, 221 = I .09. p > .30. These results confirm the assumption
that domain-specific mechanisms, rather than more general
cognitive-motor abilities. are responsible for experts' superior
performance. The frndings are in line with earlier proposals by
Lashlel' (1951) and Shaffer (1982). w'ho suggested that inte-
grated complex representations rather than rapid serial process-
ing govern speed and fluency in a complex motor skill.

Iv{usic Performance: Validation of D$erences in Piano
Pedormance

Two measures were derived from the musical performance
task: expert ratings on the musical quality of the interpretation
and the consistency of dynamic changes applied across the
three successive performances of the piece. Three expert raters
evaluated tape recordings of the second interpretation sepa-

rately for each subject. The evaluation consisted of seven scales

ranging from 0 to I0. The reliabilit-r- of the rating instrument
\f,'as ver)' high (Cronbach's alpha = .94 for both groupsi a = .94
for amateurs. a = .79 for experts. on the basis of all 2l items).
Ratings '*'ere collapsed across scales and averaged lor the three
raters. The average rating for expert pianists' performance \r'as

6.+ (Sf = .l I ) compared with 4.7 (.SE : .42) for the amateur
group. The expert raters' overall evaluation of musical perfor-
rnance \^'as reliably higher for the experr pianists, F(l , 221 =
12.74. p <.01.

Thinl'-t*'s bars were used for statistical analvses of com-

puter recordings of keystrokes. The average force pianists ap
plied to the I6 keystrokes in each bar was compured. and three
Pearson correlation coefficients corresponding to thc similar-
ity bet*'een the three successive performances were calculated.
The average Pearson r was .695 for the amateurs and .866 for the
expert pianists. Single correlation coefficients were 3 tnans-
formed and submitted to a repiated measures ANOVA. The
analysis yielded a main effect ofskill level. F(l,23) = I I .95, p <
.01. indicating that e.xperts t*,ere more consistent in expressing
dynamic changes in terms of loudness than amateun. This
main effect w3s not dependent on which two of the three perfor-
mances were compared.

Pedormance in Skill-Related Tasks

Tess of homogeneity of variances revealed that the mean
Iatencies between successive keystrokes (interstroke latencies)
were not normally' d istributed within skill groups. We therefore
analSzed the interstroke latencies for the simple tapping tasks
and the three conditions of the complex movement coordina-
tion experiment by logtransforming the latencies at the level of
single intervals.:

Simple tappirtg tasks. Interstroke intervals from the three
tapping usks $'ere anall,zed *,ith a repeated measures ANOVA
with t,*'o orthogonal contrasts comparing left vs. right forefin-
ger tapping and single vs. alternate finger tapping. Both wirhin-
subjects contrasts were significant, indicating rhat right-index
tapping r+'as faster than left-index finger tapping, F(l, 227 =
2 I .63. p < .001. and alternate tapping was faster than single
forefinger tapping,F(l . 22;: 476, p <.001. The second con-
trast showed a reliable interaction with skill level. flI, 221 =
8.19. p <.Al , indicating that expert pianists'increase in speed
w'hen the task allowed overlappinq of movemenrs between al-
ternate fingers l*'as proportionally larger than lor the amateurs
as shoun in Figure I3. The overall effect of skill level was reli-
able. f'(1. 22) = 26.63. p < .00 l: experts were faster on each of
these usks than amateurs.

Complex movetnent coordittation tasks. Performance on
single hand tasks w?.s averaged for left and right hands, and the
mean lof interstroke latencies were calculated forthe last block
of six criterion trials on each condition. A repeated measures
ANO\i{ *'3s performed. contrasting single-hand performance

rThere are no avaitable German norms for this specific version of
the digJr-s1'mbol substitution test. Two recent studies ar the Max
Planck Institute for Human Devslspment and Education in Berlin
sho*' thar the mean performance oIgroups of subjecls u'ith compara-
ble age and educational background range between 59 and 66. Hence.
the pedbrmance of the two groups of expert and amateur pianists is

comparable although someu'hat higher.
! After log transformation the data approached a normal distribu-

tion. *tere the mean and median coincide. The common procedureof
anal.vzing the median of observed latencies will hence give similar
results but entails some*'hat less statistica! power. An anall'sis based
on mediens qave the exact same results as those reponed below r.t,ith
one e.\ceprion. Namell: interaction between skill level and ahernate
finger rapping u'as not reliable. The correlation between rhe medians
and the 3\ erages of the log-translormed latencies ranged from.9{ to.99
rr irh an 3\erage of .98.

0
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Figure 12. Accumulated amount of practice alone (on the basis of esli--ts of stekly practice) as a

function ofage for expen pianists and amateur pianists.

with the two bimanual tasks and comparing the two bimanual
conditions, namely, rnirror-image movements and difil'erent

movements in opposite hands. Both contrasts were significant

indicating that the complexity manipulation acted as pre-

dicted: Single-hand movements were faster than the average of
the two birnanual tasks, F(l ,?7\= 92.34, p <.001, and differ-
ent movements in opposite hands were slower compared to

mirror-image movements in both hands, F(l , 221 = 53.39, p <
.001. The second contrast showed a reliable interaction with
skill level, F(1, 221 = 5.91 , p < .05. This indicates that the

complexity of bimanual coordination impaired the amateurs'
performance more than the experts' performance- The main

effect of skill level r*'as significant, F(l, 22; = 65.98, p < -001.

The main effect and the interaction are illustrated in Figure 14.

Relation Betx.een -4cantttlated Practice and
Pedormance Ir .S&il/-ft elated Tasks

One prernise of our theoretical framework is that per:for-

mance increases monotonically according to the power law
(J. R. Anderson. 1982; l{elrrtll & Rosenbloom' l98l ). Acculr}u-
lated practice \+'as rhus log:transformed prior to analyses- A
hierarchical regression approach was used on all measures of
performance in skill-related tasks. The skill-level factor was
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entered first" Then accumulated practice (log values) was en-

tered as a second step so that we could determine whether this
variable couid predict within-group interindividual variation
that the skill factor could not capture. As a third step, the skill
level factor r*'BS removed from the regression equation so that
we could deterrnine the degree to which accumulated practice

alone could account for task performance. Table 2 gives the R2

(amount of variance explained) associated with the successive

implementation of the three regression models and the signifi-
cance levels for the relevant F tests.

The table illustrates two major frndings. First. expert pian-
ists had a clear advantage in all measures of skill-reiated perficr-

mance: all Rrs in the fint row are significant. Second, scculrlu'
lated praciice could account for the skill difference as well as

the skill lactor could; there was no signifrcant reduction in
variance explained when skill level wts removed from ttre
equation for any of the variables (3rd row). Furthermore, accu-

38s

mulated practice accounted for additional variance within
groups for the complex movement coordination tasks when

added to the skill-level factor. Inspection of the beta weigtrts

revealed that the relation was in the predicted direction: Those

subjects who had practiced more did better in the experirnents
even when skill level wBS statistically controlled for: Figure l5
illustrates the relation between accumulated amouuu of prac-

tice and pedormance for the three condhions of the complex
movement coordination experiment.

To determine whether the additional variance accounted for
by accumulated practice was merely reflecting diff'erences in
current practice intensity, we performed a separate set of con-
trol analyses. Current amount o[practice (the number of hours
practiced during the diary week) was entered prior to accumu-
lated praclice into the regression equations for each variable
listed in Table 2. The emerying pattern of resuits wES as re-
ported before. This analysis shows that ttre effects of accumu-

THE ROLE OF DELIBERATE PRACTICE

Singlc Hands Mirmr Image Difrercnt Movemcnts

Coordination ComplexitY

Figurel4. Meanlog-interstrokelatency(inms)asalunctionofcoordinationcomplexityinthreecondi'
tions of the complex movemenl coordination experimenl for expert and amateur pianists.
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Table 2

Performance in Skitl-Related Tasks as Accounted lor by Skill Level and Accttmulated Amounu

of Practice in Studv 2 {Rzs and Significance o{ F Change)

Complel pleverTlent coordination
Sirnple tapping

Minor-image Different
Rieht kft Alternate movements movements

Single-hand
rnovements

Skill level only
R2 added with

accumulated
practice

^R2 removed with
skill level

Accumulated
practice onlY

-55*r*

.02

.04

.53'*"

.43r**

.02

.03

.4?*n,

.47r*r

.06

.01

.5 3*"

7 4i**

.05*

.04

.75*r*

.67rr.

.09**

.0t

.75*'.

.66*.'

.08'

.01

.73***

-+ Amrrcurr

+ Expcrts

'p <.05. *' p <.01. '** p <.001
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lated practice remain predictive of current performance even
if the irnpact ol current ievel of training is statistically con-
trolled for:

Another question in this context was whether general motor
ability t*'ould predict interindividual differences in task perfor-
mance once the effects of past practice were partialed out as

implied b1'Keele and Hawkins (1982). To test this claim. we
entered each of the simple tapping measures to the regression
equations for the three complex tasks as predicted bl,accumu-
lated prastice. In no case did any of the three variables add
significant variance to the model. This analysis shows that the
interindividual differences in perfbrmance in simple moror
tasks do not predict perfbrmance differences in similar but
inherentll more complex tasks once the effecrc of prior pracrice
are accounted for.

Summart* of Results of Study 2

Consistent with our predictions. we found large differences
in the histories of deliberate practice for expert pianists and
amateurs" At no point during development did the tu,o groups
accurnulate comparable amounts of practice. or. as we would
infer. attain comparable levels of performance. The expert
pianiss started on the average 4 years earlier than the ama-
teurs. Their average amount ol practice increased each )'ear
until it attained its current high level. whereas the amateurs
mainmined their earty levels until adulthood. The current
amount of practice assessed from the diaries is more than l0
times higher for the experts than for the amateurs. Even the
avenlge lengrh o[ their pracrice sessions differed. During the
diar-v \r'eek e.\perts \r'ere full-v engaged in music and spenr close
to 60 hr on music-related activities. Their practice u'as evenl-v
distributed across the entire week. and the length of pracrice
sessions $as limited. in accord with our theoretical expecta-
tions. \l'e found no differences in the weeklv allocation of rest-
ful actir ilies. such as sleep and leisure. between rhe e\pen pian-

ists and the amateurs. who also were students in domains other
than music. For both groups the amount of sleep and leisure
increased during the weekend. the pattern normal-rr.' seen in
studies of samples of the general population (Robinson et al-
1972). It is difficult to assess the influence of rhe musical in-
strurnent on the differences between the expert pianists and
the two best groups of expert violinists. In the next section we
discuss differences in starting ages between the t\L,o groups.
Horvever. in most imponant respects the pattern of results is
remarkabll' consistent for the expert pianists and violinists.

\['e initially proposed three levels of investigation to decom-
pose the complex skill of playing the piano: efficiency of periph-
eral motor functions. coordination ofcomplex bimanual move-
ments. and the abilit-"- to consistentll' vary movement parame-
ters in expressive musical performance. Findings from all
e.rperimental tasks designed to test these componens were in
line with our predictions: The data revealed considerable dif:
lerences between experts and amateurs. The differences be-
tween skill groups increased with the hypothesized level oftask
complexity' in the simple finger tapping tasks as,*,ell as in the
more complex movement coordination tasks. Clearl-r- experts
can overcorne the processing constraints in the more difficult
task conditions. These constraints seem to arise moslly from
requirements for bimanual coordination and have been docu-
mented for untrained subjects in earlier studies (Kelsa South-
ard. & Goodman, 1979: Klapp, 1979). Shaffer (t98 l) demon-
strated thar expert pianists show superior abilities for indepen-
dent timing of movements in opposite hands. Our results are
also in line u,ith findings for a skill that in several uays is re-
lated to plaf ing the piano. namely typing. A recurrenr finding
has been rhat expert t;-pists' speed advantage is most prc
nounced for rap idly alternating kevstrokes between hands
(Gentner. I 9 88: Salthouse. I 984: Shaffer 1976), whereas the dif-
ferences lor repetitive movements of the same finger are nor-
malll' the smallest.

The skill advanrage in our studl'u'BS limired ro rhose rasks
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that presumably reflect components of skilled performancel no

skill differences '*'ere apparent in the two far transfer tasks.

Interindividual diflbrenccs in skill-related tasks could be pre-

diaed from accumulated amounts of practice. as predicted,

even when current levels of training were statistically con-

uolled for. Predictions that were based on the pnwer law model
of practice were as good as those based on the skill level faaor;
predictability wES even reliably better for the complex move-
ment coordination tasls that were designed to maximize perfor-

rnance differences supposedly underlying the skill.
Although our stu{' does not directly disconfirm the asser-

tions that general cognhive-motor abilities account for perfor-
rnance in a complex skill (e.g, Keele & Hawkins, 1982), it is
hard to see how our findings could be reconciled with those

accounts. The absence of skill effects in the two far transfer
tasks is not in line with these explanations. Furthermore, the
regression analyses reponed here support the notion that skills
(even simple tapping skills) are gradually acquired rather than
inherited as stable cognitive-motor dispositions.

The Framework Applied to Several Domains of
Expertise

The central thesis of our framework is that expert perfor-
mance is the result of an extended process of skill acquisition
mqdiated b.v large, but not excessive daily amounts oldeliberate
practice. In the domain of music, we showed that individual
differences in adult levels of perforrnance were correlated with
the past and current amount of deliberate practice at a given
age, in panicular the age of 18, when performers in music are

normalll' selected for higher levels of prolessional training. Be-
cause our methodology lor assessing the current and past
amounts of deliberate prastice is new, we further explicate the
relation between perlorrnance and deliberate practice by con-
sidering research findings in music and other domains of ex-
pe rtise.

Our framework predicu a monotonic relation between the
current level of performance and the accumulated amount of
deliberate practice for individuals attaining expert perfor-
mance. The general shape of this relation is illustrated by the
solid line in Figure 16. It is relatively rare that domains of exper-
tise have a univariate performance variable that quantifies the
performance lor individuals at different ages and levels of per-
formance. The best examples are individual track and freld
events in sports, for *trich the performance of any individuat
can be measured. Particularty in sports, but in other domains as

well. developmental and maturational factors are known to in-
fluence performance as a function of age. For example, age-re-
lated changes in height may directly or indirectly influence
performance in certain sports. For these reasons in virtually all
domains individuals are grouped by age for external evaluation
and comperitions. Consequently, many studies report perfor-
mance as a function of age. If performance is graphed as a
function of age, wtrere rhe first data point corresponds to an
individual\ introduction ro the domain and start of deliberate
practice. \r'e expect a monolonic relation similar to the solid
line in Figure 16, although rhe exact functional lorm of the
curve is not imponant.

To evaluate acquired musical skills. J. G. \Vatkins (19a2) de-

-t'

a

Chronological age

Figure /,6. Three schematic relations between chronological age and
performance. (The solid line shout the performance associated with
an early starting age and a high tevel of practica The line with long
dashes shows performance for an equally high level of practice but with
a"later starting age. Finally, the dotted line shoua the performance
associated with the same late starting age and a lower level of practice)

signed a test to assess the level of performance of a musical
piece by l5l cornet players who had had from I to l0 years of
prior practice. Music performance w&s related to the number of
years of practice by a functional form very similar to the solid
Iine in Figure 16. longitudinal studies of elite performers
found that their recorded performance at younger ages shows
monotonic improvement even well after the age of l8 when
physical rnaturation is completed. Curves for the personal best
performance on an event as a function of age and training for
elite performers (see Ericsson, 1990, for some examples) have

roughl,v the shape shown by the solid line in Figure l6 until a
contestant attains the highest performance of his or her career.
The rating system in chess has properties of an interval scale,

and Elo (l 978) found that the earlier chess ratings increased in a
similar manner as a function of age well through their twenties
for three groups of elite chess players.

When we consider the evidence for the l0-year rule of prepa-
ration to attain international-level performance, even when in-
dividuals started during adolescence and adulthood, a rather
continuous acquisition of expert performance is implicaed.
Evidence for the accumulated effects of deliberate practice on
expert perforrnance is clearer when we examine mediating skill
components, such as increases in amount of accessible knowl-
edge, where the acquisition process is well established in labora-
tory studies. Differences in expert performance have been SUc-

cessfully related to tests measuring the amount of relevant
knowledge and procedures in chess (Pfau & Murphy, t 988),
mathematics (Webb. t 975), and sports (French & Thomas,
1987). The organization and accessibility of knor*'ledge has also
been shown to distinguish individuals at different lEvels of ex-
pertise in physics (Chi, Glaser, & Rees. 1982), medicine (Felto-
vich, Johnson, Moller, & Swanson, 1984; P. E. Johnson et al,
198 l), and social science (Voss, Creene, Post, & Penner, 1983).

Unlike the rapid decay ofacquired knowledBe seen in labora-
tory studies. repeated application and use of kno*ledge over
extended periods leads to remarkabll' good retenrion of the
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knowledge even after )'ears or decades o[ disux. Bahrick and
Hall (199 I ) lound considerable retention of knor*'ledge of math-
ematics for content from a successive sequence of courses with
the exception of the most advanced mathe matics course taken.
Similarly once an individual has acquired a reasonably high
level of skill, it is possible lor that individual to attain an above-
average performance or even regain the original performance
after a brief period ol reraining. A moderate level of acquired
skill in ty'ping (Baddele-"- & Longman. 1978: Hill. I934. 1957:
Hill. Rejall. & Thorndike. l9 t 3), language (Bahrick. 1984), and
other domains (Farr. 1987) appears to decay slowfu and can be
rapidl-v reacquired.

The demonstrations of retained skill without recent practice
as well as olregaining a considerable level of skill *'ith limited
current practice are relevant to our framework for a couple of
reasons. First, such demonstrations miglrt appear to show a
complete dissociation of current practice and performance
Given that acquired skill resulting from prior accumulated
practice cannot be observed. it could easill'be incorrectly attrib
uted to native talent. Second. the relatively small amount of
practice required to maintain or regain a previousll' acquired
level of nonelite performance is quite different kom the rnas-
sive amount of practice required originally to attain that level or
improvt even more. Furthermore, eiite performers rarely experi-
ence problems from long periods of inactivity because once
they take up systernatic practice they continue practicing at a
uniformll' high level. and we assume that the amount ofdeliber-
ate practice necessary to specifically maintain earlier attained
levels of performance is negligible for active .young e.xperts.

Our framework postulates that individual differences in per-
formance at a given age are a function of acquired characterir
tics, r+trich in turn are directly related to the accumulated
amounu of deliberate practice. Given the earlier rel'iewed evi-
dence for the stability of daily and weekl-v arnounts of practice
it is possible to approximate the accumulated amount of prac-
tice on rhe basis of weekly estimates. There are t\+'o sources of
individual differences. First is the number of -"-ears of deliberate
practice. *'hich is a linear function of starting age. In the Gen-
eral Discussion we discuss the possibility ttrat assessed talent
prior to practice is the cause for initiating practice earl-v. Sec-

ond, individual differences in the weekly amount of practice at
a given time will influence the rate of increase of accumulated
practice and the current level of performance. Current perfor-
mance and current level of practice are determined concur-
rentl.v and the direction of causality cannot be determined on
temporal grounds. In the following review of evidence on
weekly' amounts of practice. we discuss aCditional evidence on
the d irection of causal itv.

Relatton Betw'een Starting .4ge and Pedonnance

During childhood and adolesce nce the performance of an

individual is evaluated by comparison to those of other individ-
uals oI rhe same age. An individual starting at an earlier age

would have accumulated more deliberate practice and thus
have acquired a higher level of perlormance. An individual ex-
hibiting a higher performance at any age w'ould be rnore likell'
to be given resources and support b.r" the environment. The
dashed Iine in Figure l6 illustrates performance as a function of

age for an individual who star6 practicing later in life than the
individual represented by the solid line. tn this ideal case. the
dashed line is simply shifted to the right, which gives the indi-
vidual with the earlier starting age a h igher performance level at
all ages. Even in a more realistic case, where the performance
level of individuals starting later would initialty increase faster.
the advantage of an early start would remain. In many different
domains elite performers tend to start deliberate practice and
instruction at remarkably young ages. In this section we con-
sider the starting ages of music performers. arhletes. and chess
players. Information about world<lass and eminent performers
will also be included as their development is assumed to match
or surpass the top-level expert performers.

A discussion of music performers requires a separate review
for different instruments. Consistent with the observation that
it is more difficult for a child to play a normal-sized violin than
a piano, we found that our four groups of expert violinists were
older when they started than were the expert pianists. f'(1, 40)
= 9.60, p <.01. This comparison is shown in Table 3. Although
we found no statistically reliable differences among the starting
ages of the different groups of adult violinists. these violinists
started almost 3 years later than a group of the best solo violin-
ists of the 20th century (Heizmann. Krampe. & Ericsson,
1993), F(l.41) = 18.88. p <.001. Only those l3 r'iolinists who
had had a solo career for more than 20 years and were men-
tioned by both Roth (1982. 1987) and Sch'*'arz (1983). three
main relerence books. as internationally famous violinists born
in the 20th century were included in this group of ouutanding
performers. Expert pianists in Study 2 staned instruction at
nearly the same age as the age given by Sosniak (1985) tor pian-
ists who win international competitions, which is similar to
internationalll' famous pianists from the 20th century (Heiz-
mann et al- 1993).Expert pianists in their fifties and sixties
(Krampe. 199 I ) had a starting age of 7.8 years. \f,'hich was con-
siderably older than for the young experts in Stud-v 2 and the
flamous pianists. The starting ages for amateur pianists are reli-
ably older. 35 \\'e reported in Study 2. lt appears necessary for
professional musicians to start earlier than most of the ama-
teurs in the same domain. The large sample of elite music per-
formers stud ied by Manturzewska (l 990) contained no ind ivid-
ual who had started later than age nine.

In spofis. the time at which an individual first engages in the
activity is much less closel-v Iinked to the start, of deliberate
practice than to the start of competition in an event after the
individual joins a team. Table 3 summarizes data on starting
ages lor athletes at different levels of performance in s,*'irn-
ming. g.vmnastics. running. and tennis.

Chess differs from music and sports in that chess is not nor-
mally studied under the close supervision of professional
teachers and coaches who direct daily practice activities. Even

in chess. however. some critical events and indicators enable us

to assess play-ers' early exposure and occupation *'ith the game.

To be able to play chess. a beginner must receive an explanation
of the rules. and a chess board has to be available. Hence the
starting age lor playing chess is fairly distinct and can be easily
reported. especially by chess pla-"-ers. Krogius (1976) presented

biographical data on world-famous chess masters born in the

l gth and 20th centuries. The oldest starting age among Kro-
gius' grand masters waS 17. For chess plal'ers born in this cen-
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Table 3

Startins .'lges for Pcr.formers at lhrious Levels in Different Domains of E-rpertise

Dornain Amateurs Regional National International Highest
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Music
Violin
Piano

Chess
Suning age
Joining club

Spons
G1'mnastics
Running
Tennis
Srvimming

9.ge

7.7'
5.8"

10.3'
13.8.

8.2r
t0.5h

9.63

= 6.0d
.0
.gb

5

5

9 -7,

7.25.
10.5'

6.5i
7.A

9.75f

'9!ldyJ, bHeizmann. Krampe. and Ericsson. 1993. 'Study 2. dSosniak. 1985.. .Dolt and Mayr.
19E7. rKrogius,1976. rKaminski et al- t984. tSack.1980. i Monsaas. t98S. j Kalinowski. l9{i5.

tury, the oldest starting age is 14, and the mean srarting age is 9
years. We found that in Krogius'data. the starting age is closely
correlated. (38) = 0.48. p <.001. *'ith the age of players'first
achievement of an international level of performance. Accord-
ing to Ma1'r (1989). a small sample of contemporary grand rnsS-
ters reported starting ar about 7 ]-ears ol age. a finding that
suggests a historical trend toward ,vounger starting ages. The
staning age lor a larger sample of chess masters \4'as 10.5 years
of age. The age at which contemporary grand masters joined a
chess club is reliably younger than the age for contemporary
national-level chess masrers in Mayr's sample (Ericsson, Tesch-
R6mer. & Krampe. I990).

Consistent with our h1'pothesis. we find that rhe higher the
Ievel of attained elite per{brmance. the earlier the age of first
exposure a-s well as the age of starting deliberate practice. In
some domains such as music and ballet, it is generally found
that elite performers have started well before the age ,*,hen most
children first gain access to training

I4/eekl1' ,lt?tount of Practice and Performance During the
Development of Eltte Performance

Once individuals have started with deliberare practice. addi-
tional differences in accumulated practice can be due to indi-
vidual differences in the weekly amount of deliberate practice
at the same ages. The dashed line in Figure l6 illustrares a case
with a higher level of weekly practice. which ',r,ould give an
individual a uniform advantage compared with the individual
with the sarne starti ngage but with less weekly practice (dotted
line). This case is similar to the differences in weekly practice
intensity between the four groups of viotinists in Study t .

In our review of practice in the domain of music. we found
evidence for the claim that deliberate practice is a specific t-vpe
of music-related activity. *,hich is judged to be mosr relevant for
improvement of music performance. effortful. and less inher-
ently enjol'able than leisure and several other music-related ac-
tivities. Individual differences in the amount of deliberate prac-
tice in rnusic at the same ages were found to correlate with
current and future music performance. et,en sometimes in the
absence of reliable differences in the overall amount of time
spent on music-related activities. Given that the disrinction be-

tween deiiberare practice and orher domain-related activities is
new, it is difficult to find available data relating performance
and weekly amounts of deliberate practice. We reviar available
evidence on indicators of deliberate practice in sports. where
coaches supervise training and also in chess, *'here individuals
are assumed to acquire their skiil without explicit guidance.

On the basis of inten,iews and questionnaires. future elite
perlormers have been found to spend a large arnount of time
per week on their domain even at a young age: 20 hr per week
by tennis players around age l3 (Monsaas. 1985) and 24-30 hr
per week by srimmers around age I I (Kalino*ski. 1985).
Given that these childrens' and adolescents' activities are for
the most pan supervised by coaches. it can be inferred that a
significant portion of this time is spent in deliberare practice.
Better estimates of current levels of practice have been obtained
by Kaminski et al. (198.1) who used a diary procedure to assess
the duration ofactual practice for national-level swimmers. ice-
skaters, and g),mnasts at ages l5- 16. These athletes practiced
about l6 hr p€f u,sgk. almost 3 hr more than the arhletes below
the national level practiced. These pure estirnates of practice
cannot be direcrly compared wirh the retrospective esrirnates
for the international-level arhletes (Kalinowski. 1985; Mon-
saas. 1985), but they appear to be considerably lo*er. On the
basis of the questionnaire responses from a larye sample of
male runners.lT-l 8 years old. Sack (1975) estimated the fre-
quency of training Auring a week lor runners at different levels
of performance. Runners at the national level rrained 4.9 times
per \.!'eek: runners at regional and local levels trained 4.2 and
3.2 times per week, respectively: Apan frorn the number of
participations ar national championships. the besr predictor o[
the subjects' best running performance was the frequency of
training (r = .56). Quesrionnaire irems referring ro rnotivation
(e.g- *regular training- and *training during holida-,-sJ were
reliabl,v correlated w'ith both frequency of practice and perfor-
mance. The performance of adult marathon runners in a race
can be predicted with high accuracl' from the regularity and
amount of pracrice during the 9 p,eeks preceding rhe race (Ha-
gan. Smith, & Getrman. 198 I ). The length of training runs and
lhe total distance covered per week accounted lor nearll, half of
1fus voriance in actual running times on the marathon.'Even
better evidence for the relation betu'een performance and
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amount of practice comes lrom recommended training sched-
ules lor different let'els of competitive runners (Clover &
Schuder. l9E8). Championship cornpetitors not only take more
time practicing and cover longer running distances than ad-
vanced and basic competitors. but they spend proportionally
more time on training directed at improving endurance and
speed, such as inten'al training and fartlek. An analysis of the
training schedules of the world's best long-distance runners
shows that they uniforml,"- put a major emphasis on speed work
(Noakes, l99l ). *trich is t.vpically completely absent in the
training of recreational runners. A recent interview study
(Sachs, 199 I ) of condhions inducing the enjoyable state called
*runners' high" showed the imponance of a comfortable pace
during an extended run and the absence of any strain to run
fast, which seems Io preclude deliberate practice.

Unfor-tunately, we did not find any systernatic data on the
amount of time elite chess players spend playing and studying
chess. There are, how'ever. some unique data available about
improved cornpetence in chess as a function of age (EIo, 1978).
With the EIo Rating System. it is possible to assess the chess
skills o[ -voung chess players with the same interval scale used
lor adults. By analyzing the development of chess skills in rnany
individuals who reached world class. international level. and
national level. Elo (1978) lound that at I I-12 years of age, diG
ferences in chess plaf ing ability were relatively small. At that
age, all three group6 of subjects played at the level of average

adult chess players. Large improvements in ability were ob
served for the pla-v-ers during adolescence (12-18 years of age).
From the ages of l8-21. improvements started leveling offand
differences in abiiitl' between the three groups remained rela-
tively unchanged. These results are unique within the three
domains considered in this article because musical perfor-
mance is not rated on an age-independent scale, and physical
growth during adolescence seriousty confounds available mea-
sures of performance in sports.

Even less information is available on the way full-time chess
players allocate their time to chess-related activities. Charness
(199 I ) estimates that the actual time spent playing chess games
at tournaments, chess clubs. and private games constitutes only
a fraction of the time available to chess players and that they
give more time to individual study and anall,sis of chess posi-
tions and published chess games. In informal interviews, chess
masters report spending around 4 hr a day analyzing published
chess games of masrer-level players. Selecting the next moves in
such games provides an informative learning situation in which
players compare their own moves against those selected in an
actual game. A failure to select the move made by the chess
masters forces the chess players to analyze the chess position
more carefully to uncover the reasons for that move selection.
There exists also a larye body ofchess literature in which world-
class chess players e.xplicitly comment on their games and ency-
clopedias documenring the accumulated u'isdom on various
t1'pes oIchess openings and middle-game tactics and strategies.
An exarnination of biographies of world<lass chess plal,ers
(Karpov & Roshal. 1980: Korchnoi, I978) shows. conrrary to
com mon bel iefthar chess players develop their chess skills inde-
pendently. that these elite players have worked closely with indi-
viduals (other more advanced players. often chess rnasters) who
e.xplicitl."" taught them about chess and introduced them to the
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literature on chess. Of parricular interest are Bobby Fischer and
Judit Polgar. *,ho attained their international grand master sta-
tus at the youngest recorded age, namely age 15. Bobby Fischer
Iearned the rules of chess at age 6 and in the same year he
started studying his frnt book of chess games (E Brady, 1973).
As a result of his mother's initiative, at age 7 Bobby got in touch
with the president of the Brooklyn Chess CIub, who tutored
Bobby' on a weekly schedule for several years and actively sup
ported Bobby's chess career. At age l2 Bobby joined the Man-
hattan Chess Club. which was one of the strongest in the world.
Around that time he started close intenactions with the strong
chess master Jack Collins several times a week and got free
access to Collins'outsranding library ofchess books. From that
point Bobby started collecting chess books, and in 1973 he had
about 400 books and thousands of magazines and journals (E
Brady, 1973). According to Brady (1973), Bobby Fischer be-
came the best educated chess theoretician in modern times.
Judit Polgar \r,as tutored in chess by her father from age 4 (J.

Radford. 1990) or. at least. age 5 (McFhdden, 1992) and care-
lully coached by her father. Judit did not anend regular school
and was allowed to spend all the time with her parenrs. who
?*'ere both teachers.

Consistent with our framework, we find that elite performers
spend much tirne on deliberate practice and, in those cases in
which amount of weekll'deliberate practice has been recorded,
high level of perflormance is associated with higher levels of
deliberate practice at the same age. Another striking, but not
surprising, finding is that the amount of weekly practice for
individuals maintaining regular practice increases with age, ac-
cumulated practice. and performance. Given the earty starting
ages and the high level of practice of the experr performers the
available data do nor allow an analysis of the independent and
interactional effects of those variables. Furthermore, the stmc-
ture of training programs in virtually any domain adapts the
deliberate practice activities to suit the level of current perfor-
mance. Increased complexity and proficiencl,of acquired skills
and characteristics leads to increased performance and allows
for engagement in more challenging deliberate practice aclivi-
ties for a longer period oltime. This would be particularly clear
for domains with endurance activities, such as longdistance
running. In our framework we expect that increased level of
acquired skill and performance would increase the maximal
level of deliberate pracrice that can be sustained over extended
periods of time *,ithout exhaustion.

In our framework accumulated deliberate practice causes ac-
quired skill and characteristics, which in turn cause perfor-
mance. and some of these characteristics increase the maximal
amounts oI possible practice. It is, of course, possible that non-
acquired factors, such as innate talent. might influence perfor-
mance direcrly. A performance advantage resulting from such
factors can allow individuals. essentialll- by definition. to com-
plete the same acrivities (includ ing del iberate practice) for
longer times with the same amounr of effort. Alrhough this
mechanism provides an account lor individual differences in
work-related activiries. where the goal is to maximize the
amount produced. we believe that ir cannot be extended to
deliberate practice lor rhe following reasons: The goal of deliber-
ate practice is not'doing more olthe samel Rather. it involves
engaging w'ith full concentration in a special activity to improve
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one's performance. As deliberate practice is not inherently en-
joyable. there doesn't seem to be any reason for engaging in it or
prolonging its duration unless the indiv'iduals and their
teachers believe that their performance irnproves as a result.
Many other domain-related activities are judged to more enjoy-
able than deliberate practice and they should be preferred.
Hence, there doesn't seem to be any 'reason for engaging in
deliberate practice. and especially prolonging its duration, urt-
less the individuals and their teachgrs believe that ttreir perfor-
mance improves as a result.

Further evidence against the hypothesis that higher levels of
performance cause an elevated level of deliberate practice is
found for adult elite performers. The general level of deliberate
practice has been increased in many domains in the recent
past. For example, the training distances in swimming were
almost doubled in preparation for Olympic Games in 1972 (Ka-
Iinowski. 1985). The steady improvement of world records in
sports is generally recognized to reflect more practice and, in
particular. the faster improvement of wortd records for women
is believed to be due to disproportionate increase in the levels

of training for women (Wells. 199 I ). In Stud,v I we found differ-
ences in accumulated practice but no differences in the current
Ievels of deliberate practice for the best and the good expert
violinists. The daily amount of around 4 hr of deliberate prac-
tice was also lound for the expen pianiss. raising the possibil-
ity of a more general limit on the maximal amount of deliberate
practice that can be sustained over extended time without ex-
haustion.

Maxintal Levels of Deliberate Practice Sustained Over
Extended Pertods

According to our framework. elite performers attempt to
maximize the improvement of performance all through their
developrnent and, thus, should reach in adulthood the highest
stable levels of deliberate practice that the.v can sustain without
exhaustion. During adolescence. the dai[' Iives of future elite
performers are quite constrained b1'school activities. In spite of
this, Kaminski et al. (1984) found that young elite performers in
music and various types of sportr such as gymnastics. swim-
ming, and ice-skating, spent more than l5 hr on weekly prac-
tice. Furthermore. this amount did not differ systematically
across domains. When expert performers make a full-time
commitrnent to the domain. our studies showed that they
spend between 50 and 60 hr per week on domain-related activi-
ties. Less than half of that tirne (about 25 hr per week) is spent
on deliberate practice, and this time is distributed across the
entire week in practice sessions of limited duration. Our analy-
ses of rest and relaxation were consistent with our claim that
these individuals had attained a level of deliberate pracrice Iim-
ited not b-v- available time but by available resources for effortful
practice.

A similar pattern holds true for professional athletes. Elite
long-distance runners usually run twice a day and cover dis-
tances frorn 65 to 140 miles every week of the year (Hagan et al-
l98li Wallingford. 1975). From published reports in the maga-
zine Runner's Wbrld on the weekll- practice schedules of profes-
sional long-distance runners u,ho are in complete control of the
duration and distribution of practice. it is clear that the vast

majority of runnen practice every d4v except for days during
the weekend with competitions. A normal d"y- of practice con-
sists of a session before lunch and a more strenuous session in
the afternoon. The duration of a training session is about 45-90
min and the daily total of deliberate practice amounrs ro 2.-3 hr.
The total tirne including preparation. warrn-up. rnassge. and
so forth, is considerably longer. Similar estimates are reported
for other types of sports. such as svimming (Reilly 1990b) and
cycling (Burke. Faria. & White. 1990). Athletes' pursuit of most
other types of spors is characterized by maxirnat efforts to
train without inducing exhaustion and burnout (Reilly &
Secher, 1990). Similar to musicianq the amount of deliberate
practice is not limited by available time; professional athletes
spend their -free" time on recuperation and relaxing activities.
Olympic athlbtes sleep for close to 8 hr and in addition take a

half-hour nap each day (Coleman. 1986). Many eiite runners
take a nap between daily workouts (Glover & Schuder. 1988).
The complete focus on a singJe dornain by elite performers in
music and sports is further evidence that their efforu to reach

their highest perflormance in that domain are maximal-
Studies of international-level performers have included ar-

tisu and scientists as well as athletes and musicians. The studies
reported in a book edited by Bloom (1985a) sho*'several clear
parallels bet\f,'een the development of artists and scientists on
the one hand and that of athletes and musicians on the other.
Years of intensive preparation under the supervision of a rrBS-
ter invariably precede the attainment of international recogni-
tion. Consistent with the data on athletes and musicianr emi-
nent scientiss are completely abso6ed in their vocation so *as

to seriousll' limit all other activity- (Roe, 1953. p. 49).The de-
gree of commitment has been quantified in a couple of sources
(Bruner, 1983: J. R. Hayes. l98l ) to suggest that scientists must
work 80 hr per week for an extended time to have a chance of
reaching an international level in their freld. Althouglr our theo-
retical framer*'ork supports the full commitment to the domain
it takes issue with the implication that one should maximize
the number of hours of any domain-related activitl: Instead we

suggest that one should identifl' those activities that are most
likely to result in the desired achievements.

In science an eminent achievement nearly al*,ays corre-
sponds to a new theory or idea presented in the written publica-
tion of a persuasive argument. The deliberate activities that are
necessary for producing such a rare result consist of focused
and extended work developing and refining generated theoreti-
cal solutions to selected general problems. We believe that dur-
ing the process of writing scientisu develop and extei-nalize
their arguments. The written products can be successiveh' criti-
cized and improved b-r* the scientisu themselves, even after long
delays. and also easily shared w'ith otherscientists for eraluation
and comments. The writing of expert authors on ne1*' topics is
deliberate and constitutes an extended knowledge-transform-
ing process quite unlike the less effonful knor+tedge-telling
approach used by novice r*,riters (Scardemalia & Bereiter.
199 I ). In support of the importance of writing as an activity,
Simonton (1988) found that eminent scientisrs produce a much
laryer number of publications rhan orher scienrisrs. It is clear
from biographies of famous scientisrs thar the time the individ-
ual spends thinking, mostly in the conrext of writing papers
and books. appears to be the mosr relevanr as well as dernand-
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ing aaivity: Biographies report that hmous scientists such as C-

Dar'*'in. (E Darwin. 1888), Pavlor'(Babkin. 1949), Hans Selye

(Sel1,'e. 1964). and Skinner (Skinner. 1983) adhered to a rigid

dai[' schedule where the frrst major activity of each morning

involved writing for a couple of hours. In a larye questionnaire

sru{, of science and engineering faculty, Kellogg (1986) found

that writing on articles occurred most frequently before lunch

and that Iimiting writing sessions to a duration of l-2 hr was

relared to higher reported productivity. Many scientists in-
volved in laboratory studies, teaching, and administration

must cope with external constraints on their time that may

panially determine how they schedule writing and thinking. In
this regard, it is particularly interesting to examine the way in
w{rictr lamous authors allocate their time. These authors often
retreat *'hen they are ready to '*'rite a book and make writing
their sole purpose. Almost without exception, they tend to
schedule 3-4 hr of w'riting every morning and to spend the rest

of the day on walking, correspondence. napping, and other less

demanding activities (Cowley, 1959; Plimpton. 1977\.

Furrher evidence that elite performers try to maximize the

effectiveness of their deliberate activities is found in their prefer-

ence for engaging in them at a certain time of day. The preferred

time of day for deliberate activities diffen across domains. Sci-

enrists and authors consistentl.v chose to use mornings for de-

manding writing, and athletes prefer afternoons for their most

strenuous practice sessions. Research on the effects of the tirne

of day (Folkard & Monk. 1985) shows that simple perceptual-

motor perficrmance is enhanced in the afternoon and early eve-

ning whereas intellectually demanding activities are enhanced

in the morning. Systematic studies confirm that performance

of elite athletes is reliably higher in the afternoon and evening

than in the morning (Winget, DeRoshia. & Holley, 1985).

Across several different types of domains. elite performers

are found to engage in similarly high levels of selected activitier
such as deliberate practice. The complete focus on the domain
provides most of these individuals with much available time.

)'et the time for deliberate practice occupies onl.v a lraction of
that time. with clear preferences about the best time of day. The
amount of time thei- spend on practice and other highly rele-
vant activities appears to be limited by how long the demand-

ing activity can be continued with sustained benefits rather
than b;" the available tirne.

.4n Account o.f Individual Dtferences in Elite
Per{ormance tn Terms of Deliberate Practice

In our lramework w'e distinguish between trvo t-Ypes of elite
perforrnance: expert and eminent performance. Expert perfor-

mance reflects the mastery of the avaiiable knowledge or
current performance standards and relates to skills that master

teachers and coaches know how to train. Eminent performance

requires that the individual go be.vond the available knowledge
in the domain to produce a unique contribution to the domain.
hence it is, by definition. not directly instructable. Our frame-
*ork proposes that the probability of making eminent contri-
butions is related to the amount ol deiiberate efforts directed
ro*'ard that goal.

Our framework makes stronger claims for the acquisition of
expert performance. \\e argue that expertise and expert perfor-
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mance are the result of extensive engagement in relorant prac'
tice activities supervised by teachers and coaches and that indi-
vidual differences in ultimate perforrnance can laryety be ac-

counted for by differential amounts of past and current larels of
practice. Across many domains of expenise, a remarkabty con-
sistent pattern emerges: The best individ"als start practicc d
ear{ier ages and maintain a higher level of daily practice More-
over, estimates indicate that at any given age the best indini&
uals in quite different domains, such as sports and mtsic. spend

similar amounts of time on deliberate practice. In virtualty atl
domains, there is evidence that the most important activit)"-
practice, thinking, or writing-requires considerable effort and
is scheduled for a fixed period during the day. For those excep.

tional individuals who sustain this regular aaivity for months
and years, its duration is limited to 24 h a day, wtrich is a
fracdon of their time awake.

Contrary to the popular "talent" view that asserts tbat differ-
ences in practice and experience cannot account for differences

in expert performance. \L'e have shown that the amount of a
specifrc type of activity (deliberate praaice) is consistently
correlated with a wide range of performance including expert-
level performance. *'hen appropriate developmenal differ-
ences (age) are controlled. Because of the high costs to the indi-
viduals and their environments o[ engaging in hig! levels of
deliberate practice and the overlap in characteristics ofdeliber'
ate practice and other known effective training situations. one

can infer that high levels of deliberate practice are necessar)'to
attain expert lev'el performance. Our theoretical framework can

also provide a sufficient account of the major facts about the
nature and scarcity of exceptional performance. Our account
does not depend on scarcity of innate ability (talent) and hence

agrees better *,ith the earlier reviewed findings of poor predict-
ability of final performance by ability tests.

We attribute the dramatic differences in performance be'
tween experts and amateurs-novices to similarly larye differ-
ences in the recorded amounts of deliberate practice. Further-
more. we can account for stable individual differences in perfor-
mance among individuals actively involved in deliberate
practice with reference to the monotonic relation between ac-

cumulated amount of deliberate practice and current level of
performance. The individuals who starl early and practice at

the higher levels *'ill have a higher level of perfomnance

throughout development (the solid line in Figure l6) than thosc
who practice equall-v hard but start later (line with lpng dashes).

The differences in performance between subjects with the
same starting age but differing levels of practice are shown in
Figure 16. where the line with long dashes shou's the perfor-
mance associated *'ith a high level of practice and the dotred
line a lower level of practice.

Figure 16 illustrates how our framework can account for
many common observations about skill acquisition and stable

individual differences in performance. Individuals with a later

starting age for deliberate practice *'ill experience rapid initid
improvements and may feel that they will in a few years attain
the level of individuals with earlier staning ages and thus higlrer
performance aI comparable ages. However, because the rate o[
improvements u'ith practice decreases and becomes less perceP

tible, the difference between the tu'o groups remains distinct,
and an attribution o[ greater talent for the group with earlier
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starting ages is natural. In the current system with age-matched
evaluation of performancc. it is impossible for an individual
u'ith less accumulated prastice at some age to catch up *,ith ttre
best individuals. who hat'e surted earlier and maintain maxi-
mal levels of deliberate practice not leading to e.xhausrion. As
noted earlier. the amount of possible practice appears to slowly
increase with accumulated practice and skill. Hence. individ-
uals intent on catching up may suddenly increase the amount of
deliberate practice to the level oreven above the level ofthe best
performers. Within months these individuals are likeiy to en-
counter overuse injuries and exhaustion and may terminate
their engagement in the domain convinced that the best per-
formers are qualitatively different. Furthermore, the difference
in accumulated deliberate practice in late adolescence for the
good and best violinists is remarkably large and to eliminate
this difference the god violinists would have to practice an
additional 5 h per week be-vond their current optimal level of
weekly pmctice for more than 8 full years.

The problem of overcoming differences in skill resulting
from accumulated practice is further amplified b1' the continu-
ous selection oIindividuals because of the costs associated with
the maintenance of deliberate practice. In all domains there is
only a small number of positions in which individuals can freely
continue their efforu to attain eminent pedorrnance without
severe occupational constraints. Prior to that, the best training
environments with master teachers and coaches carefully select
the individuals with the best performance in late adolescence.
Institutions providing grants and master teachers have strong
restrictions on the maximum age of applicants. From the start
of training, the individual and his or her teachers and parents
constantly monitor and compare the current performance to
that of other individuals of the same age in the domain to assess
whether the costs in time. effort, and money associated with
sustaining high levels of deliberate practice are t*'arranted. A
high level of performance. wfiether it is due to acquired skill or
to innate talent, will alx'ays be the best predictor of future
performance and will therefore attract motivational support
and necessar)' resources. The majoriry of individuals in the
domain are not provided these resources because of their lower
current performance at the relevant ages with lost opportuni-
ties for further development.

In addition. our theoretical lramework can easil-v account for
changing levels of performance in different historical times
and in different cultures by corresponding differences in the
encouragement and arailability of deliberate pmctice. Wells
(199 I ) attributed the big differences in athletic per{brmance
between men and wornen, w'hich are currently decreasing as a
function of changing ser'-role expectations, to differential 'op
portunities for participation at an early age and the availability
of expert coaching" (p 49).

In surnman; our framework can account for a wider range of
empirical characteristics of exceptional performance than the
talent view. Although we are reluctant to accept individual dif:
ferences in innate abiliries (talent) and any important role of
these differences in determining expert performance, we do
not rule out the imporrance of individual differences in gen-
eral. In fact. *'ithin our framework we would expect that several
-personalitl'" factors. such as individual differences in activity
levels and emotionalitl' ma!, differentially predispose individ-

uals toward delibcrate practice as well as allow these individ-
uals to sustain very high levels of it for cxtended periods. We
now turn toward a reevaluation of the evidence tinking expert
performance and innate abilities and characieristics reviewed
in the inuoductioc. Once individuals have started deliberare
practice, it is virtualty impossible to distinguish the role ofnatu-
ral ability (innate talent) from that of acquired characteristics
and skill in their current level of perforrnance. This is particu-
Iarly true as the eff'ects of extended practice, especially at young
296, are much more far reaching than commonly believed pos.
sible. In the Ceneral Discussion we review evidence on the
possibility that earty signs of narural ability (talent) are the
cause of especially earty start of practice, as well as the reverse
possibility that characteristics assumed to reflect innate talent
are the result of deliberate practice.

General Discussion

In a couple of respects our findings and those from the litera-
ture we reviewed are consistent with two of the three factors
Galton (1869/ 1979) thought necessary for attaining eminent
performance. The necessity for l0 years of preparation is clearly
consistent rvith Galton's requirement of motivation and perse-
verance. The quantified role of deliberate practice corresponds
nicely with Galtoni prerequisite of "adequate Flower of doing a
great deal of very laborious work" (p. 37). Alrhough both of
these factors could be piausible loci for heritable differencesn
Calton and subsequent researchers in genetics have empha-
sized thar a third factor. namely, innate ability, is the major
source of heritable differences that determine eminent perfor-
mance.

The best information about the innate attributes characteriz-
ing the best perlormers can be gained by careful examination
and analysis of critical anributes that distinguish these individ-
uals from less successful individuals. Because innate differ-
ences have raditionally been viewed as impossible to modify,
researchers have been interested primarily in innate differ-
ences that can be detected in children at very early ages and
thus aid parents, teachers. and coaches in guiding these chil-
dren into the domain appropriate to their talents. Selecting a
domain is more difficult i[ as Galton believed, general talents
predispose a child for eminence in almost any domain. If there
is such a thing as a general talent, availability and the child's
early interest in a domain would govern the selection of a do-
main for early start of practice. Both the hypotheses of general

and domain-specific talents would predict that a child would
exhibit signs of talent alter a short period of exposure to the
domain. This raises the possibility that talent revealed early
provides rhe environmental support and motivation for the
early stan of practice and the high levels of deliberate practice
observed ntrile individuals are attaining expert perforrnance.
According to this h.vpothesis, early talent is the cause of in-
creased practice, and the correlation between practice and elite
performance is conlounded by differences in initial talent.

In the follorving discussion we reexamine the evidence, cited
in the intrcxJuction to this article, for the role of innate differ-
ences in the attainment of expert performance. The dichotomy
between chgracteristics that can be modified and those that
cannot ma) not be valid when we examine the effects of over
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10.000 h of deliberate practice extended over more than a de-
cade. We first consider the possibility that many of the physical
characteristics of elite perforrners are the result ofadaptation to
many )'ears of intense training and are not a direct expression of
genes. \['e then discuss the abilities and characteristics dis-
played b1' children and *idiot savants- and consider whether
these abilities are acquired through normal learning and adap
tation. \t'e discuss the relation between early performance and
Iate performance in the acquisition of skill and expert perfor-
mance. and we review evidence on the qualiutive differences
that emerge with extensive practice. We review evidence for the
role of early talent and parent-offspring relations in acquired
performance. Finally. r*,e offer an alternative account in terms
of *perceived talent" and predisposition to deliberate practice

Distinct Physical Characteristics of Elite Pedormers

Perhaps tlre most commonly cited evidence for innate talent
is that elire athletes in man!'tl-pes of events have unique physi-
cal advantages. The ph1'sical and anatomical differences be-
tween elite athletes and less successlul athletes or even normal
adulrs are often simpl;* assumed to reflect pure genetic factors-
However. some of these differences ma!' not be innate but in-
stead ma]' be the result of physiological adaptations to ex-
tremelf intense practice extended over manv years. If these
characteristics are purell' genetic. it should be possible to dem-
onstrate that they are inherited and that the.v- are manifest in
the absence of any special environmental influences. Ideally, it
should be possible to specifl, the biochemical mechanisms that
control the emergence of these characteristics.

Height is an excellent example of a characteristic for which
the genetic mechanism has clearly been demonstrated. It is
well-kno\\'n that genetic lactors closely determine height in in-
dustrialized countries with adequate nutritional support (Wil-
son. 1986). In developing countries such as Mexico (Malina &
Bouchard. 199 I ), the average height of *,ell-nourished individ-
uals can be as much as 7 inches higher than the average height
of undernourished individuals. The age at *'hich the highest
increases in height are observed during development also ap
pears to be genetically determined (Malina & Bouchard. 199 I ).
Environmentallf induced differences in the height of newborn
monoz)'-eotic trvins disappear during development (Wilson.
1986). l\{oreover. the primary method of altering height. e.xcept
for reduction by surgery consists of supplementary injections
of gros'th horrnone during development. AII of this persuasive
evidence compels us to attribute adult height primarily to ge-
netic factors r+,hen nutritional requirements are met.

One might assume that all or most morphological character-
istics of the bodies of adults are similarly determined primarily
by genetic facrors. Studies comparing e lite athletes to other ath-
Ietes and nonathletes have revealed sl,stematic difflbrences in
sizes of hearts. lungs, bones. and muscles: proportions of slon'-
tu'itch and fast-tr*'itch muscles: amount of fat: number of capil-
Iaries suppll'ing blood to muscles: as wel! as in aerobic po\r,er
and abilitl: \lany of these differences were originalll' believed
to be almost complerely determined by' generic facrors in the
normal population of adults. Considerable empirical u,ork has
Sh0wn. hOrvever. that theSe differences have Onll' a moderate
genetic componenr ( Boucha rd. I 936 ). In a recent stud1. Fagard.
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Bielen, and Amery (199 I ) found reasonably high genetic com-
ponents lor ma.ximal aerobic and anaerobic power er/en wtren
differences in the amount of exercise and other Iife-style factors
were controlled. However when testing was made at submaxi-
mal tevels-more comparable to normal activity levels--the
amount of exercise and other life-style hctors accounted for all
systematic variance. This result suggests that many physiologi-
cal characteristics are the result of adapration to a level of daity
activity.

For older sedentary adults. additional scheduled walks im-
prove aerobic ability, whereas young adults require sustained
training at around 7 59o of maxirnal heart rate to realizc irn-
provements (Ericsson, 1990; Haskell, 1989). Extended exercise
programs show that aerobic ability is not fixed but can be dra-
matically changed. After a year of exercise, adults can increase
their aerobic activity up to 35% and in some instances up to
50% (Haskell. 1989). However, to reach the aerobic ability of
elite endurance athletes, average nonathletes would have to in-
crease their aerobic ability by 7 57a In Haskell's (1989) view, this
fact supports the role of genetic factors: but Haskell's inference
is based on extrapolation from training programs for fully devel-
opd adults, programs that last a frzction of the duration
known to be required to attain experr-level performance in
sports.

Detailed examinations of the anatomical changes resulting
from intense exercise reveal that the human bod-'- is remarkably
adaptable. The number of capillaries supplying blood to mus-
cle fibers changes after a few weeks of practice (Salmons &
Henriksson, 198 I ). Increased numbers of mitochondris, ?s well
as other biochemical changes, which increase the efficiency of
metabolic processes. result from extended exercise (C Wil-
liams, 1990). Even the characteristics of muscle fiben can be
changed, namely from fast-twitch to slo*.nritch and vice versa.
Although this conversion of rnuscle fiben has been docu-
mented in animal research (Salmons & Henriksson, 198 I ), a
review' by Howald (1982) showed thar tbe fiber conversion dem-
onstrated in animals can be generalized to human skeletal mus-
cles. There is good evidence that environmental conditions can
influence the volume of the lungs. Greksa (1988) examined
individuals of the same ethnic and racial background who at
various ages moved from locations at sea-level to a location at
over 10,000 feet. He found that the younger the age at the time
of the move to high altitude. the larger the lung capacity and the
depth of chest.

The best evidence linking intensive rraining directly to ob.
served changes in heart size comes from longitudinal studies of
)'oung athletes attaining expert perforrnance and of older ath-
Ietes terminating their careers and practice regimens. Elovianio
and Sundberg (1983) found that elire long-distance runners ac-
quired greater aerobic power and laryer heart volumes during a
5--"-ear period of training but showed no initial superiority at age

14. Rost (1987) found during a longitudinal stud1, of children
from age 8 to I I that heart volumes increased much more in
)'oung sw'immers than in nonrrained children (control). It ap,
pears that at least I year of intense kaining is required before
the size of a human heart begins to change. Similarlll once
athletes terminate their training the increased heart sizes re-
main. but in the absence oIe.r,ercise the heart volume regresses
ro u'irhin normal range over a I0-1'ear period: Rost (1987) re-
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the aaivities in the domain and is superior in these activities to
other children of the same age in the same neighborhood.
Whether enjol'rncnt precedes superior performance or vice
versa is not known. In either case. perceived talent and enjoy-
ment of the activities of a domain are ideal preconditions for
initiating rhe effortful but valuable activity of deliberate prac-
tice. Our framer+,ork differs from a view that is based on innate
talent in that we emphasize the motivation and enjoyment nec-
essary to start and maintain deliberate practice and the motiva-
tion of parents and coaches to support the individuals without
assuming that the initial superior performance reflects immuta-
ble characteristics (innate talent).

In this section we show that our framework not ontry explains
the facts but also gives a better account of them than a frame-
work that is based on innate talent. First, we examine detailed
descriptions of observed talent (Scheinfeld. 1939), and we then
argue that expert performers' familial relations can be ac-

counted for b1, shared environment. The central argument is

first that the perception that an individual is talented. that is.

innately equipped and predestined for success in a domain.
Ieads to the early start of deliberate practice. Second. the indi-
vidual attains an elite level of adult performance b1' maintain-
ing a high level of practice. Note that the perception of innate
talents will be relatively immune to disconfrrming evidence so

long as the talents are kept general and unspecified. As a result
such a perception can continue to bolster an individual
throughout his or her development.

The classic studies of innate talent emphasized that talent is

observed ve ry early belore the start of deliberate practice.

Scheinleld (1939) found that the age at which talent is first
noriced is quite young for truly outstanding musicians-an
average of .1.9 years of age. Scheinfeld's descriptions suggest
that *talent" means promise rather than objective evidence o[
unusual capacitl: For example. *unusual response to music'at
age 3 (p. 138) and "playing violin rvith two sticks" at age 4 (p.

139) would not be impressive in children at older ages. Exam-
ples of talent for the oldest ages (6-7 .vears) in Scheinfeld's re-
view nearl5, alwavs involve absolute pitch. These accounts are

consistent w'ith Bloorn's (1985b) interviews with parents and
teachers of internationat-ievel performers: Bloom found that
the level of talent exhibited by these individuals *'as only un-
usual compared u,ith that of other children of a similar age in
the immediate environment. We find this evidence more con-
sistent with demonstrated interest and enjoyment of a domain
than with an)'superior. innate advantage involving fixed capaci-
ties.

To identify' these early expressions of interest it is critical that
adults closely observe their children and are willing to support
this interest and provide access to deliberate practice. The im-
porlance of the early environment is clearly evident in our frnd-
ing that children who become elite performers are first exposed

to a domain and start practice at remarkably young ages. At
these young ages it is more plausible that parents'perception of
innate talent. not objective evidence. Ieads to the start of prac-
tice. In fact. evidence of talent does not precede most instances
of very earll' start of practice. Manl' parents of precocious chil-
dren were convinced of the great importance of ven' early s]-s-

temetic training and attribute the remarkable abilities of their
children Io the training and not Io inherent talent. Hou'e (1990)

rer-iewed the education of John Stuart Mill. Norben Wiener,
and William Sidis. An outstanding feature ofthese earh,educa-
tional e fforts was the total elimination of inherentll'enjo1'able
activities such as plal'and social interaction with otherchildren-
This feature is consistent with our assertion that deliberate
practice is not inherentl-v enjoyable. More recentll,, a Hungarian
educator. Polgar, announced a similar educational experiment
uith his daughters involving early and focused training in chess
(J. Radford, 1990). AII three daughters developed imo highly
skilled chess players (ranked first, second, and sixrh in the
*'orld among women chess players in 1992) and the -r'oungest
daughter. Judith, recently became the youngest grand master
eatr in chess (McFadden. 1992). Given the biological relation
benryeen parent and children. these cases clearly do nor rule out
hereditary influences, but they do show that the level of perfor-
rDance can be dramatically accelerated througlr *srematic
training initiated prior to evidence of talent.

Better evidence for our framework would go beyond showing
improvement from practice without knowledge of talent and
show that individuals with negative talent. for example. a dis.
ability, have attained great performance through prrtice. No
theory of expert performance would give individuals *'ith dis-
abilities an advantage or eyen opportunity compared *'ith nor-
mal individuals. Individuals with disabilities have nevertheless
anained international-level performance and even \r'on Olym-
pic medals. The gold medal winner at Melbourne in hammer
throwing u'as born with a paralyzed left arm and doised new
training techniques to overcome the disadvantage ofhis disabil-
it1- (Jokl. 1958). The first female to win three Ol)'mpic gold
medals in the same games. Wilma Rudolph, lost the use of her
left leg at the age of 4 and after intense treatment and practice
u?s able to walk without braces and reinforced shoes b1'age I I
(bdd. 1988). In these cases subnormal performancre seems to
have motivated the individuals' start to deliberate practice as a
means of reaching normal functioning and then to continue
practice to reach elite levels. Several athletes have experienced
severe injuries. but were able to overcome these disabilities and
uin Ol,vmpic medals lor their performance (Jokl. 1964). One
sutTered amputation of the arm used to hold the pistol in shoot-
ing- Another. a rider. contracted polio and lost control of her
legs. These examples indicate that training can compensate for
disabilities and has a greater impact than often believed
possible.

The fact that children who later attain expert performance
share their early environment with their parents u'ould seem a

saisfactor)' explanation of lamilial relations to expen perfor-
mance. The most often cited examples of families of gifted
musicians are from early music, Johann Sebastian Bacht famil.v
tree being the most striking (Rowley, 1988: Scheinfeld. 1939). In
rhose times before the advent of professional music teachers
the transmission of knowledge and skills from parenl to child
\\as natural and did not presuppose any genetic transmission of
innate talent. Similarly nobodl,would argue that bilingual chil-
dren who speak a foreign language have innate abilities for
speaking that parlicular Ianguage. Obviously tl're1'hav'e ac-
guired that languege through social interaction u'ith their par-

ents or grandparents. Similarlll it is likely that in man)'cases

Fsrents transmit to their children a substantial amount of
k::ou,ledge and motivation in skilled activities in a durir3ill. In a
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individual differences related to levels of elite perforrnance are

due to the amount and organization of knowledge, *tich every-

one agrees must have been acquired. Finally, memor,v perfor-

mance for briefl;" presented stimuli relevant to a gr','en domain
differs as a function of the level of performance in those do-
mains (Chase & Simon. 1973: for a review see Ericsson and
Smith. 199 I b). but does not generalize to scrambled versions of
the same stimuli. Hence experts' superior memor-v pedor-
mance must be mediated by knowledge about the domain'
knowledge that enables them to encode meaningful relations
between the elements of the stimuli.

The second general finding is that expert performers have

acquired skills that enable them to circumvent general memory
and processi ng I imits. Chase and Simon (l 97 3) originally attrib
uted experts' superior memory to chunking in short-terrn mem-
ory. This account has been revised, and the exceptional rnelrl-

ory of experts has been shown to reflect rapid storage in long-

term memor)' (Charness. I 97 6; Frey & Adesman. 1976: Lane &
Robertson, t 979). Building on Chase and Ericssoni (1982)

skilled memor-v theory, Ericsson and Staszewski (1989) con-

cluded that experts acquire mernory skill enabling them to rap
idly access lslsvaot information in an extended working mem-

ory that relies on storage in long-term memory. This acquired
memory skill underlies experts' superior ability to plan and

evaluate potential sequences of moves in chess (Charoess, 198 l,
1989), sequences of card exchanges in bridge (Charness. 1989)'

and alternative diagnoses in medicine (Patel & Croen' 199 I ).

The most important implication of these acquired memory
skills is that they enable experts to circumvent the lirnited stor-

age capacitl' of short-term memory. Thus these skills eliminate
any restrictive influence of individual differences in this basic

capacity (Ericsson & Smith, 199 lb).
In tasks involving motor performance, experts can similarly

circumvent basic limits of sequential processes (Salthouse,

199 I ). It is plausible that after extended practice. the ultimate
reaction time on a sinrple task depends on the speed of the

neural and motor components of the response process in a

simple reaction. Howsvet, individual differences in simple reac-

tion time are essentially unrelated to expert pe rformance
(Starkes & Deakin, 1984). Furthermore. the speed of motor
processes is faster than would be expected from a sequence of
simple reactions. Expen typists can t-Ype at great speed because

they prepare several t.vping responses in advance of the next

typing response. a finding which Gentner (1988) documented
by high-speed filrningof experts'finger movementson the key-

board. N{onitoring of expert typists' eye fixations reYeals that

they look ahead in the text to be typed, and the extent to which

they do so is strongly correlated w'ith their t1'ping speed

(Butsch. 1932). Experimental manipulations of the number of
characters that are displayed in advance (previe*) show that a

certain previeu' is necessary for rnaximal typing speed- Reduc-

tion of previe*' below that amount decreases typing speed, and
without preview expert typists type at speeds comparable to
those of novices (Salthouse. 1984). Experu' typing speed be-

comes constrained by several new factors. such as &e need to

use the same finger in consecutive key strokes and indepen-
dence of movements between and r*'ithin hands. Similarly,
w'hen expert pianists prepare a musical piece for public perfor-

rnance. thel' spend considerable tirne determining how to hit

keys with different fingers and thereby minimize such con-
straints on movement.

The ability to anticipate future events and thus prepare ac-

tions in advance is critical in many domains ofexpertise. partic-
ularly in sports. Abernailfv and Russel (1987) showed tennis
playen pictures ofan opponent in different phases of preparing
to serve. They found that with increasing levels of expertise,
tennis players can use adtance cues, such as location of arms
and racquet, to predict *trere the tennis ball will hit in the
service area. Shown pictures of an arucking field-hockey
player preparing a shot. narional-level freld-hockey players can
predict where the ball will go even belore the attacking player's

club has made contact with the ball (Starkes, l9E7). The impor-
tant, implication o[this research is that experts can circumvent
any basic limits on the serial motor processes constraining a
novice by using advance cues to prepare movements.

In summary, research on skill acquisition indicates that per-
formance in the initial phrases of practice is determined by char-
acteristics quite different from those that determine perfor-
mance during later phases. Considering that expert perfor-
mance is acquired during a decade of intense preparation. the
evidence suggests that relet'ant practice activities during devel-

opment lead to far grealer changes in basic perceptual and mo-
tor abilities than previousll' thought. What distinguishes expert
performers is mostly more and better oryanized knowledge,
which had to have been acquired. lt{ost important. recent re-

search on expenise shous that experts can acquire cognitive
skills enabling them to c"ircumvent the limiu of short-term
memory capacity and serial reaAion time. This research rules
out the h,vpothesis that individual differences in those func-
tions will influence and constrain final adult performance and
is consistent with the lo*'predictabilitl'of performance by abil-
ity tests after extended relevant experience (Hulin et al- 1990).

Finally, because the criteria for expen perforrnance in most
domains change as a function of age and level of performance.

it appears unlikel.v that the studl' of early performance will
reveal fixed elements that determine the level of frnal adult
perlormance.

The Role of Perceb'ed Talent. l{otivation, and
Predispos ition -for Practice

From our search for immutable characteristics correspond-
ing to innate talent, we conclude that individuals acquire vir-
tually all of the distinguishing charasteristics of expert per-

formers through relevant activities (deliberate practice). At least

one characteristic, height. cannot be acquired. However. even

height is imperlectly related to e\pen performance. and adult
height has a correlation of onll'around 0.8 with height at ages

younger than l7 to l8 (N{alina & Bouchard. l99l), when deci-

sions to start practice are made. Apparently no valid inforlrls-
tion on innate talent is available during an individual's initial
exposure to the domain. In spite of thir assessments of talent
and decisions to initiate deliberate practice are as a rule made

during this period (Bloom. 1985b). The perception that a child
is talented is unquestionabll' real. and such perceptions moti-
t'ate parents to provide the time and mone)' to suppon deliber-
ate practice as well as to encourage their children in a particular
domain. In the normal case (Bloom. l9S5b). the child enjoys
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flexibility' of joints. Stress induced during extensive training at

]-oung ages appears necessary for dancers to gain the necessary
*turn out- in the different positions of demi-plie at adult ages

(DiTullio et al- 1989: A. \\'htkins. Woodhull-McNeal. Clark-
son, & Ebbeling. 1989). Dancers apparently acquire flexibility
through earl,v training as shown by a longitudinal study (Klemp
& Charlton. 1989). In a large group of club swimmers (aged

8-17) the only physical measures discriminating this group
from a matched control group of other types of athletes were

ankle and shoulder flexibility (Poppleton & Salmoni. l99l).
Statistically controlting for age, these two measures of flexibil-
ity were the best predictors of the swimmers' speed: however.
no measure of current or past practice was included in the
analysis. Consistent with the hypothesis that increased flexibil-
ity is acquired through extended swimming, it is common that
elite swimmers have weak ankles. which are particularly suscep-

tible to injur:- (Chambliss. 1988).

Certain exceptional abilities in idiot savants have been taken
as evidence that innate talent accounts for exceptional perfor-
mance. G iven the low general level of these individuals' intellec'
tual functioning. it has seemed plausible that exceptional mem-
ory for some t)'pes of material and exceptional perceptual abili-
ties. such as perfect pitch. reflect inherited basic capacities. But
recent research has shown that these exceptional abilities are

more consistent with acquired skill than with innate talents
(Howe. 1990). Often these individuals' performance on tasks

measuring their abilities is exceptional only compared with
their general level of lunctioning, which is otherwise low (Erics-

son & Faivre. i 988). On the other hand. college students' perfor-
mance on these tasks can be dramatically improved. Training
studies for memory for numbers (Chase & Ericsson, 1982), date

calculation (Addis & O. A. Parsons, unpublished and described
in Ericsson & Faivre. 1988). and mental calcularion (Stas-

zewski. 1988) have shown that w'ithin weeks, college students
can attain levels of perforrnance outside the range of normal
adult performance. Careful examination of idiot savants and

other individuals *'ith exceptional abilities suggests that they'

rely on mechanisms sirnilar to those used by trained students.
and that these individuals have had access to necessary infor-
mation and opportunity to practice prior to the first public
demonstralion of their abiiities (Ericsson & Faivre. 1988: Howe.
1990).

The only exceptional performance that has not been
matched in a training study is certain individuals' immediate
memor)' for music they have not heard previously. However.
even in this case. recent studies refute the possibilit-v that this
memorl- performance reflects some basic, superior memory
capacitl' (Charness. Clifton. & MacDonald, 1988: Sloboda.
199 l). Superior memory is limited to music of familiar struc-
ture and does not transfer to modern atonal music (Sloboda.

Hermelin. & OConnor. 1985). This finding is consistent with
one from all other instances o[exceptional memory (Ericsson.
1985). namelll that knowledge mediates superior performance.
In addition. Judd (1988: see Treffert. 1989, for additional refer-
ences to blind musical savants) has pointed out that most of the

musical savants with superior memory lor music were blind.
The onll u'at they could learn new pieces of music was to
memorize them by listening to them. Thus blindness provided
the prerrquisite motivation to acquire this memory skill. With
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extended practice. their memory performance for music in-
creased and reached exceptional levels.

In summary. exceptional abilities observed in children and
idiot savants are consistent with all the characteristics of ac-
quired skills. N{ost of them can be easily acquired by adults
through known training methods. although some of them may
be more easily acquired during childhood. The motivational
factors that lead children and idiot savants to focus their time
and energy on activities that improve performance are still
poorly understood.

General Difrcalties of Predicting Ultimate Per{ormance
From Initial Performance: Qualitative Drferences

Acquired Tlrough Extended Practice

In the introduction we briefly reviewed the difficulties of
predicting the level of expert performance individuals attain
after extended practice. Bound up with the notion of innate
talents. which are revealed during early performance, is the
notion that the same fixed components determine both early
performance and the final level of performance and thus enable
observers to identily and select future exceptional perficrmers as

well as to predict their final achievement after practice. In this
section we briefly review the literature on individual differ-
ences in performance as a lunction of prafiice in studies ofskill
acquisition. We then review some findings on the nature of
individual differences in expert performance.

Extensive research on skill acquisition with college students
and more representative samples. such as military recruits,
shows that performance on a wide range of tasks improves
monotonically as a lunction of many hours of practice. Current
theories (J. R. Anderson. [ 982: Fitts, 1964: Fitts & Posner, 1967)
propose that initial perforrnance is mediated by sequential pro-
cesses, which with additional practice are translormed into a
single direct (autornatic) retrieval of the correct response from
memory. This radical change in processing makes it difficult to
identify any locus lor individual differences in innate talent
that could influence initial superiority as well as superior final
performance, The most successful attempts to relate individual
differences in ability' to individual differe nces in performance
have dealt with short-term skill acquisition. Evidence frorn
these studies suggests that performance during the initial, mid-
dle, and final ptrase of sk ill acquisition is correlated with diffler-
ent types of abilities in each phase (Ackerman, 1988). initial
performance being correlated with general cognitive abilities
and final performance with perceptual-motor abilities. This
evidence is consistent with the current theories of skill acquisi-
tion. With several hours of practice. cognitive differences are
essentially eliminated. giving wav to the more *basic" differ-
ences in components associated with perception and motor pro-
duction. Because. however. the perceptual and motor systems
show great adaptability in response to extended practice (a phe-

nomenon d iscussed earlier in this article). it may be inappropri-
ate to generalize the findings from relatively simple tasks in-
volving 2-20 h ol'practice to expert performance acquired dur-
ing a l0-1'ear period of intense preparation.

Two general frndings concerning individual differences in
hig,h levels of performance impl1, that expert performance and
initial performance do not have a comrnon basis. First. most
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recent study in behavioral genetics, Coon and Carey (1989)

compared the music performance of identical and fraternal

twins and found that the environmental correlations were al-

ways higlrer than the genetic ones. (Whether the same frndings
would emerge if the study were restricted to expert musical

performance is unknswrl given the low frequenc-v of expert

musicians. an appropriate study of twins would be nearly im-
possible to conduct) Similarly, de Gara-v, Levine. and Carter
(1974) interviewed more than 1.200 athletes attending the 1968

Olympic games in Mexico City and found no meaningful famil-
ial resemblance in reported physical or motor abilities between
these athletes and their families compared with a reference

group.
In summar-v. our review has uncovered essentially no support

ficr fixed innate characteristics that would correspond to gen-

eral or specific natural ability and, in fact. has uncovered find-
ings inconsistent with such models. At the same time we recog-

nize that parents and teachers who perceive mlent in their chil'
dren and pupils are motivated to provide them with instruction
and social support. We also recognize that being told by parenr
and teachers that the.r- are talented, that is. genetically endou'ed

with unusual gifts. most likely increases motiYation. boosts

self-confidence. and protects young performen against doubts
about eventual success during the ups and downs ol the ex-

tended preparation. A famous violin teacher. Galamian (1962)'

discusses the importance of giving praise to build self-confi-
dence. but warns against too much praise as it causes 

*them to
relax their effora (p. 106)I Too much recognition at young ages

may lead -young musicians to consider themselves as special
individuals-not just musicians-deserving of treatment as

prima donnas in all aspects of everyday life (Gelber' 1990).

Research in social psychology on interpersonal expectation
and self-fulfrlling prophesies confirms these effects in the labo-

ratory and in everyday settings (Darley & hzio. 1980; Ro-

senthal & Rubin. 1978). The important influence of parents'

expectations on their children's performance, interest. and self-
judgments ol abilit-v in a domain has been demonstrated for
large random samples in the general population. Children's and

adolescents' perception of their own ability in mathematics is

influenced by their parents' beliefs about their abilities. even

when past performance and effort are statistically controlled
for (Parsons, Adler, & Kaczala, 1982). The parents' beliefs in
gender differences in talent in mathematics and English influ-
ence their perception of their children's abilities more than is

warranted given the objective differences in performance be-

tween boys and girls for thes€ tu'o subjects (Eccles. Jacobs &
Harold. 1990). Recent studies have uncovered pathwal's by
which the parents' beliels influence childrens beliefs in their
own abilities as well as their performance. Harold, Eccles.

Yoon. Aberbach. and Freedman-Doan (199 I ) have shown how

the child's gender influences the parents' perception of the
child's ability in sports and music, which in turn influences the
frequency of opportunities for relevant activities provided by
parents for their children in the corresponding domain. Eccles

and Harold (199 I ) have linked the influence of gender on the
child's self-concept in English. mathematics. and sports and the
influence of self-concept on how much free time is spent on
activities in the corresponding domain. Hence, parental beliefs
and e\pectations can influence the childreni relevant experi-

ences directly by ofrering opportunities or indirectly by
strengthening motivation and self-confidence for a given activ-
it-v. In addition. laborator-v studies. where amount of experience
is equated. show that implicit theories ofstability ofabilities are

an important aspect of individuals' self-concept and greatly in-
fluence future learning goals and reactions to failure (Dweck &
Leggett. 1988).

Returning to Galtons framework. we reject any important
role for innate ability, It is quite plausible. however. that herit-
able individual differences might influence processes related to
motivation and the original enjoyment of the activities in the
domain and. even more important. affect the inevitable differ-
ences in the capacitl' to engage in hard work (deliberate prac-
tice). In this review r*'e have already pointed out the motiva-
tional problems associated with persuading adults to start and
maintain exercise programs and with getting children to start
and maintain deliberate practice. lndividual differences in
emotionality and general level of activity are also likely influ-
ences on the capacit)'to engage in sustained practice as well as

on the preference or dislike for this type of isolated activitl:
Moderate heritabilities have been estimated lor these differ-
ences (Plomin et al- 1990) and for self-reported interest in espe-

ciall-v artistic activities (Grotevant. Scarr. & weinberg, lg77\.
Although we are not a\f,'are of any controlled human studies
relating activity levels and emotionality to deiiberate practice

and attained level of expert performance. the relation between
productivit-v and eminence (Simonton. 1984) is at least consis-
tent r*'ith such a relarion. In addition. Cox (1926) estimated IQ
lrom early achievements documented in biographies of the
hundred most eminent men ol recent centuries but concluded
that *high but not the highest intelligence. combined with the
greatest degree of persistence. will achieve greater eminence
than the highest degree of intelligence with somewhat less per-

sistence'(p. 187). The pattern of results lrorn animal studies is
remarkabil,' consistent u'ith the importance of such relations
and inte.resting from an evolutionary perspective. Early behav-
ioral geneticists were able to selectively breed strains of rats that
performed differentll' on specific learning tasks (McClearn.
1962). Contrary to expectation. the superior learning ability of
these rats u'as specific to the parameters of the task, such as

types of relevant cues (visual vs. spatial) and types of motivation
(hunger vs. escape from u'ater). Furthermore. *bright" and
*dull- rats difflered in either emotionality or activity or both
(McClearn. 1962). In a classic study. Scott and Fuller (1965)

examined the characteristics and test performance of several
breeds of dogs and found that the only general lactor was emo-

tion. Rather than vier*'ing the emotional and activity factors as

variables confounding pure learning factors, K. J. Hayes (1962)

proposed viewing them as integral and necessary prerequisites

for learning and acquired skill in animals as well as humans.

Future research will tell u'hether individual differences in fac-

tors related to indiriduals' motivation to practice can account
for an1' heritable influences in attained levels of performance.

Conclusion

People believe that because e.\pert performance is qualita-
tivell' different from normal performance the expert performer
musr be endowed rr ith chrmcteristics qualitativell' different
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ports a volume reduction of 42?o in one case. Howald (1983)

reports case studies of top athletes who were forced to stop or
reduce training because of injuries. Drastic decrements in the
percentage of their slorv-ts'itch frbe rs occurred within 6 months

tO I )-ear.
Because most sports involve only some of the muscles in the

body. it is possible to contrast these inrensively trained muscles

with other muscles in the same athletes. Tesch and Karlsson
(1985) examined the size and frequency of fast- and slow-nritch
fibers in the muscles of different types of elite athletes as well as

of students serving as control subjects. They found that differ-
ences in the percentage of slow-twitch fiben in elite athletes'
muscles occur only for muscles specifically trained for a sport
(legs in runners and back muscles in kayakers), with no differ-
ences ficr untrained muscles.

Some physiological changes, such as heart enlaryemens. re-
quire !'ears of increasingly intense practice to emerge and take
years to regress once training is stopped. For example. Eriks-
son. Engstr6m. Karlbery. Saltin, and Thor6n (197 I ) found that
sw'immers' aerobic abilitl' decreased by ?9% five years after
training had stopped. The increased lungs and hearts of these

swimmers had not changed -vet. Other changes are gained and
lost more rapidly. For example. aerobic power in bicyclists
(Burke et al.. 1990) increases over 509o during the competitive
season ever]- year. Female g-Ymnasts reduce the proportion of
their bod-v lat from average levels b1' 507c during the competi-
tive season (Reilly & Secher. 1990). Within a week of no train-
ing, s*'irnmers lose on average 507o of the respiratory capacity
of their muscles (Reilly. 1990b), but regaining this capacity
takes considerabi-v longer during retraining.

ln sum. most anatomical characteristics" unlike height. are

remarkably adaptable to intense physical activity extended over
long periods of time. Detailed biochemical mechanisms me-
diating the transformation of the phenoty-pe of muscle frbers in
response to intense ph-vsical activity (Booth. 1989) and general

mechanisms for influence of environmental factors on develop-
mental outcomes are now being proposed and evaluated (Gott-
Iieb. l99l). Many extreme physical characteristics in elite arh-
Ietes are the result of the same adaptive processes that deter-
mine similar characteristics in the normal population. and the
extreme differences in these attributes correspond to the
equal[' extreme diffl'erences in the amount and intensir.v of
practice between these two groups.

A reasonable objection to the generalizability of the effects of
training lor all adults can be made on the basis of the larye
dropout rate for adults from exercise programs (Martin & Dub
bert. 1985). It is apparently not possible to motivate all people

to en$ge in regular exercise. Research on the effects of ex-
tended exercise in animals has demonstrated that intensive ex-
ercise results in conversion of muscle fibers (Pette, 1984) and
enlargement of hearts (Harpur. 1980). The primary method for
motivating animals to exercise vigorously is punishment. for
example. running on a treadmill with a slope to avoid a bar
giving electric shock or swimming with or withoui additional
weighu. However. similar but less pronounced effecu have

been attained from animals that voluntarill' run in a *'heel
compared with those in a sedentary condition (Harpur. 1980).

Recent research has shown activit-v-specific ph1'siological

changes resulting from ertended practice elso in the central

nervous system. Alter difficult acrobatic training an increased

number of synapses in the cerebellar cortex \*'ere lound for rals.

but not for rats engaged in extensive physical exercise. which
instead exhibited a greater density of blood vessels in the same

area(Black. lsaacs. Anderson. Alcantara. & Greenough. 1990).

Replications of the adaptive changes with anirnals under con-
trolled conditions are likely to be the best obtainable evidence
on generalizability given the problems of rnotivating random
samples of humans.

Early Demonstrated Abilities Assumed to Refiect Innate
Talent

In the introduction we mentioned several abilities demon-
strated by children and idiot savants that have been thought to
refleo innate talents and predispositions. In this section we

consider one of these abilities. perfect pitch. in detail. We also

briefly discuss other abilities of idiot savants and some of the
anatomical characteristics of ballet dancers and s,*'immers.

Perfect pitch (or absolute pitch). the abilit-v to identify iso-

Iated musical tones. is considered a sign of musical talent. Often
future elite musicians and musical savants exhibit perfect pitch
at an earll' age. Qualitatively difrerent processes mediate the
performance of individuals with perfect pitch and that of musi-
cians who lack it. Individuals with absolute pitch tend to con-
fuse tones with the same location in different subscales but not
tones having the smallest difference in fundamental frequen-
cies. For example. an untnlined subject might confuseC with B.

whereas a subject with perfect pitch would confuse C in one

octave with C in a different octave (Ward & Burns. 1982). Sev-

eral empirical findings suggest that perfect pitch is an acquired
skill. Individuals with *perfect pitch" differ in their abilitl" to
judge pitches and perform best when judging pitches generatd
with the instrument they play.As the tests of ability to recog-

nize pitch get harder as they do when artificially generated

sinus tones are used. for e.xample. lewer and few'er subjects pass

the tests (Oakes. 1955). In addition. adults can acquire perfect
pitch after extended training. P. T Brady (1970) demonstrated
that he was able to acquire perfect pitch by an intriguing train-
ing procedure. which involved learning to identi{i'a single tone.

Brady reported that once developed. the identification task re-
quired little effort and that he did not have to practice purpos€-

fully to maintain the skill. No decrement in performance was

reported after 6 months, and only a slight decrement was re-
poned after l3 years (Costall. 1985). Finall-v, recent research
(Cohen & Baird. 1990) provides evidence that normal children.
especialll' before age 5. more easil-v recognize notes individuall;"
(absolute pitch) before they perceive notes as part of larger mu-
sical strucrures (relative pitch). These findings suggest that sub
jecu with absolute pitch acquire the necessary skill as children
and then simpll' maintain it for the rest of their lives (Miyazaki.
1990). Young children's acquisition of absolute pirch is intrigu-
ingly similar to the ease u'ith rvhich they learn a second lan-
guage (J. S. Johnson & Ne*'port. 1989). and x'ith Japanese sub
jects learning to make the difficult distinction bet*'een [rJ and

[ ] in English ( Yamada. I 99 I ).
The importance of early practice and experience for adult

ability is similarly found in su'imming and ballet. Ballet train-
ing must start before dancers reach age I I to gain the necessar)'
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from those of normal adulrs. This view has discour-aged scien-
tists from systematicalll' examining expert performers and ac-
counting for their performance in terms of the laws and princi-
ples of general ps1'chologl: \\"e agree that expert performance is
qualitativell'different from normal performance and even that
expert perficrmers have characteristics and abilities that are
qualitativeli- different from orat least outside the range of those
of normal adults. However. we deny that these differences are
immutable, that is. due to innate talent. Only a few exceptions.
most notably height. are genetically prescribed. Instead. we

argue that the differences benveen expen performers and nor-
mal adults reflect a life-long period of deliberate effort to im-
prove performance in a specific domain.

Most of our scientific knowledge about improvement and
change comes from laboratory studies of training and practice
that lasted hours. days. and occasionally weeks and months. In
addition. there is d grox'ing body of data on the heritabilities of
various abilities and characteristics estimated for t'*'ins and
parents and their offspring sampled from the general popula-
tion (PIomin et al.. 1990). Although behavioral geneticists care-
lully point out that their heritability estimates are vaiid onll' for
the limited range of practice and skill in the normal environ-
ment of the adults studied. it is often incorrectly assumed by lay
people rhat these estimates can be direaly extended to extrerne
manipulations of environmental conditions, such as extended
deliberate practice. Ivlost important. the effects of short-terrn
training cannot be readill' extended to the effects of orders of
magnitude more practice.

A promising direction for research on the effects of extended
activities is to identifu activities relevant to some goal and to
assess the amount of time individuals allocate to these acrivi-
ties. Recent research has shown that the amount of time individ-
uals spend reading as assessed by diaries is related to memor.v
for prose even when education and vocabular-v are partialed out
(Rice. lr{e1'er. & Miller. 1988). The estimated amount of read-
ing is also related to reading abilitl' and. most interestingly,
increases in reading ability' (R. C. Anderson. Wilson. & Field-
ing, 1988). Research on physical fitness has a long tradition of
measuring daily physical activity and exercise, and we have
cited the srudy in which Fagard et al. (199 I ) assessed the influ-
ence of both genetic factors and regular activity on aerobic and
anaerobic abilities. It would be ideal to plot the interaction of
genetic and environmental factors in longitudinal studies
across the entire life span (Rutter. 1989). Within this context.
we view the stud of elite performers as particularly interesting
because from early ages their lives appear to maximize the
influence of environmental activities (deliberate practice) im-
proving a specific type of pe rformance. In a rare study
Schneider. BOs. and Rieder (1993) included environmental fac-
tors along u'ith physical characteristics and motivational char-
acteristics of individuals in a longitudinal study o[elite tennis
players. Consistent with our frame*'ork thel' found that tennis
performance at ages I I and l7 was primarily determined by
parental support and in particular motivation and tennis-speci-
fic skills. u'here the level of these skills in lurn are mainl-v attrib
utable to assessed levels of motivation and concentration.

We vier.r' elite performance as the product of a decade or more
of maximal efforts to improve performance in a domain
through an optimal distribution of deliberate practice. This
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view provides us with unique insights into the potential for and

limis to modifying the human body and mind. iv{any anatomi-
cal characteristics, traditionally believed to be fixed. can adapt
and change in response to intense practice sustained lor years.

Substantial change and learning can occur even during child-
hood, *'hen some changes. such as in certain perceptual-motor
abilities. might be even easier to attain than during adulthood.
Untrained adulu can overcome limits on speed and processing

capacity by acquiring new cognitive skills that circurnvent these

limiu by qualitatively different processes. Further research on
the capacities and characteristics of expert performance will
give us a much deeper understanding of the full range of possi-

ble adaptations and methods for circumventing limits (Ericsson

& Smith. 199 I a).

It does not follow from the rejection of innate limits on ac-
quired performance that everyone can easily attain high levels

of skill. Contemporary elite performers havs svercome a num-
ber of constraints. They have obtained early access to instruc-
tors. maintained high levels of deliberate practice throughout
developrnent. received continued parental and environmental
support. and avoided disease and injury. When one considers in
addition the prerequisite motivation necessary' to engage in de-

liberate practice every day for years and decades. when most
children and adolescents of similar ages engage in play and

leisure. the real constraints on the acquisition of expert perfor-

mance become apparent. The commitment to deiiberate prac-
tice distinguishes the expert performer from the vast majority
of children and adults who seem to have remarkable difficulty
rneeting the much lower demands on practice in schools. adult
education. and in ph1'sical exercise programs.

We believe that a more careful analysis of the lives of future
elite performers will tell us how motivation is promoted and

sustained. It is also entirely plausible that such a derailed analy-
sis will reveal environmental conditions as *'ell as treritable
individual differences that predispose individuals to engage in
deliberate practice during extended periods and facilitate moti-
vating them. Our empirical studies have already shown that
experls carelully schedule deliberate practice and lirnit its dura-
tion to avoid exhaustion and burnout. By viewing expert per-
formers not simply as domain-specific experts but as experts in
maintaining high levels of practice and irnproving perfor-
mance, we are likely to unsev€r valuable inlormation about the
optimal conditions for learning and education.
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